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Abstract 
In this article, we give a survey on omit ted values of the Gauss map of 
complete min imal surfaces in and We study the work of F.Xavier 
and Fuj imoto. The opt imal result of Fuj imoto w i l l be proved which states 
that the Gauss map of a complete min imal surface in can omit at most 
four points of the sphere or else the surface is a plane. For the relat ion 
between the omit ted values of Gaussian image and to ta l curvature, we 
study the work of R.S. Earp and H. Rosenberg. The best generalization in 
this direction is obtained by R. Osserman and Xiaokang Mo who prove that 
i f the Gauss map of a complete min imal surface S in 况3 takes on 5 dist inct 
values only a finite number of times, then S has finite tota l curvature. 
We next study the work of D.Fischer-Colbrie and R. Schoen about 
the classification of complete stable min imal surface in 3-manifold of non-
negative scalar curvature. 
Finally, we study the work of D. Fischer-Colbrie on the geometry of 
min imal surface M of finite index in 3-manifold N w i th non-negative scalar 
curvature. The main results include that M is conformally a Riemann 
surface w i t h finitely many punctures. And in case N has non-negative Ricci 
curvature, we show that the square of the norm of second fundemental fo rm 
is integrable on M and this implies M is of f inite tota l curvature for 
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Introduction 
I n 1915,Bernstein [Be] proved that u — u[x,y) is a C^ solution of the 
min imal surface equation on all of 况2，then u must be linear. Since then, 
attempts are made to extend this result. One direction is to extend the 
result to higher dimensional case. Mathematicians are interested in the 
following conjecture in Euclidean space 况 A n y complete min imal graph 
in 况"is a hyperplane. (or equivalently, any entire solution to the min imal 
surface equation 
(1 + I • f ^ du du d^u 0 
j.=i dxi dxj dxidxj 
is linear.) The first break-through came in a paper of Fleming [Fl], in 
which he gave a new proof of Bernstein's theorem in two-dimensional case 
by point ing out that the falsity of Bernstein's theorem would imply the 
existence of a min imal cone in 况3 which is a contradiction. Indeed, he had 
given a proof that the non-existence of non-tr iv ia l stable min imal cones in 
况""implies that the only boundaries of least area in 况""are the hyperplanes. 
The next step was taken by De Giorgi [DG], who improved Fleming's result 
in the non-parametric case, by showing that the non-existence of non-t r iv ia l 
stable min imal cones in 况作 implies that the only non-parametric boundaries 
of least area in 况凡+工 are the hyperplane. Thus De Giorgi extends the 
Bernstein theorem to complete min imal graph in 况4. Later Almgren [A1 
proved the non-existence of min imal cones in 况彳，thus extending Bernstein 
theorem to 况5. Using a more differential geometric point of view, J. Simons 
Si] proved an identi ty for the Laplacian of second fundamental fo rm of 
min imal hyperplane. Equipped w i t h this identity, by analysing the first 
eigenvalue of a certain differential operator, he was able to prove that no 
non-tr iv ia l n-dimensional stable min imal cones exists in for n < Q. 
Together w i t h Fleming's result, J.Simon was in fact able to deduce that , 
for n < 7, the only entire solutions of the minimal surface equation are 
linear functions. Finally, the Bernstein result was proved to be false for 
n 〉 7 by Bombieri, DeGiorgi and Giust i [Bo & DG & GiJ, who proved 
the existence of non-linear solutions of quadratic (and also higher) order 
growth. 
But there is st i l l another way to generalize the classical Bernstein The-
orem by relating the Gauss map of a minimal surface. In fact, a non-
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parametric min ima l surface in defined over is a complete min imal 
surface whose Gaussian images is contained in a hemisphere. I n 1959, R. 
Osserman [Os 1] had showed that the image of the Gauss map of complete 
min imal surface is dense in S^ or else the surface is a plane. I t is clear 
that the classical Bernstein Theorem follows as a corollary of this theorem. 
Osserman，s result leads natual ly to the question : Given a complete min i -
mal surface M , not a plane, what can be said about the size of the omi t ted 
points on S^ by the Gauss map of M? In the early eighties, F.Xavier [Xa 
got a break through to this question. He proved that the Gauss map of a 
complete min ima l surface M cannot omi t more than 6 points on S^ unless 
i t is a plane. In 1988, Fuj imoto [Fu l ] reduce Xavier's result to four points 
which is opt imal since the normal of classical Scherk's surface omits four 
directions. There is st i l l space for generalizing the problem. Since to ta l 
curvature of a min imal surface is the negative of the area of the image of 
parametric domain under the Gauss map g. By Picard theorem for mero-
morphic funct ion g, there must be some l inking between to ta l curvature of 
a surface and the number of times for a point on S^ to be covered. Using 
the techniques and ideas of Fuj imoto's result, R. Osserman and Xiaokang 
M o [Os & Mo] was able to prove that i f the Gauss map takes on 5 dist inct 
values only a finite number of times, then the surface has f inite to ta l curva-
ture. Coupl ing w i t h previous result about the omi t ted values of complete 
min imal surface of finite tota l curvature, they were able to put a nearly 
final connection between tota l curvature and the Gauss map of complete 
min imal surfaces in and 
As was mentioned in first paragraph that hypersurface of least area in 
况 f o r n < 6 is indeed a hyperplane, this provides another interesting 
generalization. Instead of studying area minimizing, D.Fischer-Colbrie and 
R. Schoen [Fi-Co k Sch] study the structure of complete stable min imal 
surfaces M in 3-manifold N. M is stable, i f on each compact set of M , i t is 
min imiz ing area up to second order. W i t h the condit ion that N has non-
negative scalar curvature, D.Fischer-Colbrie and R. Schoen were able to 
classify all such stable min imal surfaces. And as a corollary of the classifi-
cation theorem, i t shows that any complete stable min ima l surfces in 况3 is 
a plane. The earlier result of this type is precisely the classical Bernstein 
Theorem. Thus part I and part I I in this survey article is int imately related. 
To show the connection in this direction, we w i l l reprove a result due to 
Barbosa and do Carmo [Ba Ca] about the relationship of stable regions 
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on the complete min imal surface to the area of their Gaussian image. 
Further generalization in this direction was carried out by D.Fischer-
Colbrie [Fi-Co]. She study complete min imal surfaces M w i t h finite Morse 
index in 3-manifold N of non-negative scalar curvature. She had proved 
that min imal surfaces of finite index is stable outside a compact set and 
in this sense, i t is a generalization of stable min imal surface. Her main 
result states that M is conformally difFeomorphic to a complete Riemann 
Surface w i t h a finite number of points removed. As a corollary of this 
result, she showed that the sqaure of the norm of second fundamental fo rm 
is integrable if N has non-negative Ricci curvature. This implies M is of 
finite tota l curvature for the case N = DT忍 which is also a sufficient condit ion 
for M to have finite index. 
In this survey article, I divide i t into two parts. In part I , I study the 
question of omit ted values of the Gauss map of a complete min imal surface 
and its relat ion to tota l curvature. Whi le in part I I ’ complete stable min imal 
surfaces and complete min imal surfaces of f inite index in 3-manifold of non-
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On the omitted values of the 




Weierstrass Representation of 
minimal surface 
1.1 The generalized Gauss Map 
I n the classical case, of surfaces in 况3，jt has long been known that spheres 
and min ima l surfaces are characterised by the fact that their Gauss maps 
are conformal ( [Spivak vol IV] ) . I n this section we w i l l get a direct gener-
al izat ion of this result to surfaces in 況 
Let us begin by generalizing the not ion of Gauss map in Let G2,n de-
note the Grassmanian of oriented 2-planes in 况".Let M be a 2-dimensional 
oriented submanifold of 况"\ The map: 
G : M ^ G2,N 
defined by 
p i ~ > TpM 
where T p M , the tangent space to M at p, is called the generalised Gauss 
map. 
In the case n=3，6^2,3 may be identif ied w i t h the un i t sphere where 
to each hyperplane corresponds its un i t normal (the or ientat ion being that 
induced f rom 况3 ) The map G then reduces to the classical Gauss map 
which assigns to each point p of a hypersurface M , the un i t normal to M 
at p. 
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We shall be working in slightly more general context w i t h immersed 
surface. By a surface in we shall mean a pair (5^ o，X), where Sq is a 
Riemann surface and 
X : So—^ 
is a locally conformal map. Thus all our surfaces are oriented and the 
generalized Gauss map for a surface in 况 
may be defined in the obvious way. 
Remark: By using the standard two-sheeted covering of a non-orientable 
surface, one can generally translate global results f rom oriented surfaces to 
nonorientable ones. 
To wri te down the generalized Gauss map explicity, one may take the 
quadric Qn-2 in CP"""^ as a model for the Grassmanian of oriented two-
planes, where Qn-2 is defined by the equation 
k=l 
Clearly there is a bijection between and Qn-2 which can be established 
as follows: given an oriented 2-plane P in 况 l e t v，w be an ordered pair of 
orthonormal vectors spanning P, then associate P w i th the complex vector 
z = V + iw e 
Note that different choice of basis vectors yield a different point e'^z. But if 
we pass to the complex projective space CP"一i, we associate to each plane 
P a unique point of CP^- i . Since 
V — w 
and 
V ' w = 0 
Thus coordinates of 2: = {zi, . . . . z ^ ) satisfies 
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which belongs to the quadric 2 C CF""'^. In fact 
^ Qn-2 
P I^ z 
is a bijection. 
As our surfaces are all immersed, and therefore have a well-defined 
tangent plane at each point. I f = ^ + 277 is a local isothermal coordinates 
on the Riemaim surface Sq, and ( x i , . . . , x n ) are coordinates in 况 t h e n 
the map defining S is given locally in the form 
X[z),X= (2：1’...’工„) -
The conformality of the map is expressed by 
dX dX ,八 dX dX 
瓦 二 W 邦 ， = 0 (1.1) 
The tangent plane to S, spanned by 驚，corresponds as above to the 
point 
'dX .dX] 
.瓦+ i石 j (1.2) 
of the quadric Qn-2' 
The Gauss map G of S is the map of Sq into Qn-2 defined locally by 
(1.2), using the complex derivatives 
吐 二 U 吐 — . 吐 、 吐 — . d f \ ( 、 
dz- ’ 石 死 + '而� （L3) 
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we may wri te the Gauss map in the form 
'riY 
刚 = i ^ J (1.4) 
For historial reasons, we work w i th the complex conjugate of this map 
\dX] \dX ,dX] ( � 
• J L ， ' • 
whose image also lies in Qn-2- That is 
k=i 
where 
dxk . dxjc -
外 二 瓦 f o r k = l ， . . . , n _ (1.6) 
From (1.1) we have 
ds' = X' \dz\' 
wi th 
�2 dX ‘ dX ‘ dX ‘ 
A = = 石 = 2 - (1.7) 
where 
如 h ^k � (1-8) 
We also have the relationship 
/ 4 \ 
[-^J X^, = AX 二 2H (1.9) 
where H is the mean curvature vector field of X , and A is the Laplace-
Beltrami operator on S. 
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T h e o r e m 1 .1 .1 The Gauss map G is anti-holomorphic if and only if M is 
a minimal surface. 
Proof [Ho & Os] • 
1.2 Gauss map in 
The Gauss map defined in §1.1 for surface in is given in local isothermal 
coordinates by 
n ,, � dX .dX ^ 
and 
^^k .dxk r 1 
<Pk = - i-^ for k=l,2，3 
o^ drj 
satisfies “ 
+ + (1.10) 
For the special case in we can describe explicit ly all solutions of the 
equation. 
T h e o r e m 1.2.1 [Os 1] Let D he a domain in the complex Z-plane, g(z), 
an arbitrary meromorphic function in D and f(z)，an analytic function in 
D having the property that at each point where g(z) has a pole of order m, 
f(z) has a zero of order at least 2m. Then the functions 
(l>l = l f { l - g ' ) , <^2= 众 2 ) , 小 厂 fg (1.11) 
切m be analytic in D and satisfy (1.10). Conversely, every triple of analytic 
functions in D satisfying (1.10) may be represented in the form (1.11) except 
for 
(t>i 三 i(t>2, 三 0 
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Proof Direct calculation wi l l show that functions in (1.11) satisfy (1.10). 
Conversely, given any solution of ( l . lO) , we set 
(Uo 
f ^<t>i- ， g = ~2——7J~ (1.12) 
<Pi -计2 
may rewrite ( l . lO) as 
[(t>i — i(t>2) + i<t>2�= —<t>l (1.13) 
therefore 
办i + ich 二 . 3 (1.14) 01 — 192 
using (1.12) and (1.14) gives (1.11) 
The condition relating the zeros of f and the poles of g must obviously 
hold, since otherwise by equation (1.14)於 i + i(f)2 would fai l to be analytic. 
This representation can fail only if the denominator in the expression for g 
in (1.12) vanishes identically. In this case ’ we have by (1.13) <;zi>3 三 0 口 
L e m m a 1.2.2 [Os i j Every simply-connected minimal surface S has a repa-
rametrization in the form 
X : D ^况" 
where D is either the unit disk or the entire Z-plane. 
Proof Let S be defined by 
X{p) : M 一 
As there is no compact minimal surface, M is not compact. By Koebe 
uniformization theorem [Ah Sa] M is conformally equivalent to either 
the uni t disk or the entire plane. Thus the composed map 
D > M ^ 况“ 
gives the result. • 
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D e f i n i t i o n 1.2.3 A generalized surface S in is a non-constant map 
X{p) :M ^况" 
where Mis a 2-manifold equipped with a conformal structure with a domain 
？n the complex plane, such that each coordinate function Xk[p) is hormonic 
on M, and furthermore 
E 彻 E 。 
A;=l 
where 
,(N 8xk .dxk . , . 
Remark: I f S is a regular minimal surface, then clearly S is also a general-
ized minimal surface. Conversely, if S is a generalized min imal surface, then 
since the map X(p) is non-constant，at least one of the functions Xk{p) is 
non constant,which implies that the corresponding analytic function (l)k{z) 
can have at most isolated zeros. Thus the equation 
k=l 
can hold at most at isolated points. Therefore, if we delete these isolated 
points f rom S, the remainder of the surface is a regular minimal surface. 
T h e o r e m 1.2.4 Every simply-connected minimal surface in can be rep-
resented in the form 
= R e � 1 : + Ck for k=： 1,2,3 (1.15) 
Wiere (t)^ art defined by (1.11), the function f and g having the properties 
stated in theorem 1.2.1, the domain D being either the unit disk or the 
entire plane, and the integral being taken along an arbitrary path from the 
origin to the point zq. The surface will be regular if and only if f satisfies 
the further property that it vanishes only at the poles of g, and the order of 
its zero at such a point is exactly twice the order of the pole of g. 
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Proof By Lemma 1.2.2, the surface may be represented in the form 
where D is either the disk or the plane, the coordinates Xk being harmonic 
in z. I f we set 
dxk .dxk . , . 
“ I - ' W 一 e + n; 
then these functions wi l l be analytic and (1.15) wi l l hold (the integral being 
independent of path). For a generalized minimal surface the equation (1.10) 
must hold and by Theorem 1.2.1，we have the representation (1.11). The 
surface wi l l fai l to be regular if and only if all the (j)k vanish simultaneously, 
which happens precisely when 
f = 0 
where g is regular or when . 
fg' = o 
where g has a pole. • 
Remark: The represaentation ( l . l l ) and (1.15) are the so called Weier-
strass representation which have played a crucial role in the theory of min-
imal surfaces in For one thing, they allow us to construct a great 
variety of specific surfaces having interesting properties. For example, the 
most obvious choice : 
<t 
f 三 = z 
leads to the surface known as Enneper's surface. More important, this 
representation allows us to obtain general theorem about minimal surfaces 
by translating the statements into corresponding statements about analytic 
functions. 
In 况3，it is more convenient to work w i th the classical Gauss normal 
map into the uni t sphere, rather than the generalized Gauss map into the 
quadric Q i The relation between the two can be established as follows: Let 
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be a min imal surface in isothermal coordinates, the tangent plane is gener-
ated by the vectors 
dX dX 
where 
dX .dX . . . 




Direct calculation gives 
dX dX Y r , - - - 1 
= I — 、 M > 3 , M > i , < M 2 ) 、 (1.17) 
By substi tut ing in ( l . l l ) , we get 
dX dX |/|2(i+?) 
‘ 二 4 " —g, 21 mg, — l) (1-18) 
From this i t follows that 
些 X 些-[1/1(1+ a2 
and 
f x f _(饥 eg 2lmg 
I n X 署 I — l b | 2 + i 、 | 2 + i ’ ] ^ F n y ! (1.1 … 
which is the classical Gauss map of the surface into the unit sphere. From 
(1.19) we obtain the following Corollary. 
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C o r o l l a r y 1.2.5 If X : D ~ d e f i n e s a regular minimal surface in 
isothermal coordinates, then the Gauss map N defines a complex analytic 
map of D into the unit sphere considered as the Riemann sphere. 
Proof Let 
TT : 5 '2 \ { (0,0,1)} 一 C 
be the Stereographic projection into the Z-plane. Then by (1.19) 
TV o N = [Reg, Img) = g 
which is the meromorphic function in (1.12). 
1.3 Gauss map in dt^  
Although min imal surfaces in 况。for arbitrary n have not been studied 
extensively, the special case n=4 has been investigated by various authors. 
The distinctive property of dimension 4 is that the hyperquadric 
Q2 = {(^1,^2,^3,^4) e 1 之i2 + + = q | 
is complex analytically equivalent to the direct product S! x S2 of two 
Riemann spheres. 
To derive this product representation, consider the hyperplane 
H : zi — iz2 ~ 0 
which is the tangent hyperplane to Q2 at the point (i,1,0,0). Every point 
of Q2 门丑 satisfies 
zl -hzl = 0 
hence lies on one of the two hyperplanes. 
H' : zz — iz4 = 0 
H" : 23 + iz各 二 0 
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Thus one can verify easily that 
Q2 n H = L' U L" 
where U and L" are the projective lines defined by 
L' : Zi — iz2 = 0， Z3 — iz4 — 0 
L" : zi — iz2 二 0’ zz + iz4 二 0 
Furthermore, 




+ -zs + iz4 , 、 
切 1 二 — ，W2 = ： ^ (1.20 
— IZ2 Zi - IZ2 乂 , 
Then 
22:3 , 、 
Wi-W2 = — , Wi-]-W2 = — (1.21 
— Zi — IZ2 
and using 
z l + z l + z l - } - z l = 0 (1.22) 
gives 
4 + + zl Zl 4- iz2 , 、 
= . 4 = , 1 . 2 = ^ 1.23 
- Z幻)2 ( z i - ZZz)^ Zl - IZ2 、 乂 
whence 
1 + W1W2 = — , 1 — 二 A- (1.24 
— Zl - % Z 2 
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By (1.21) and (1.24) gives 
Zi — iz2 
= ~ 2 ( 1 + — WiW2),Wi — W2, -i[wi + 1^2)) (1.25) 
Since conversely, given any {wi,w2) eC x C, the point 
(1 + WiW2,i{l - WiW2),Wi - W2, -i{wi + 1^2)) (1.26) 
satisfies (1.22), i t follows that 
^ :C X C > Q2 
defined by (1.26) gives a biholomophic map f rom C x C into Q2 w i t h 
the property that ,on 1 is given by (1.20). And the image of $ is 
(52\{丄'U L"}. Furthermore, when we consider {wi,W2) G C X C as homoge-
neous coordinates on CP^ X CP^ and the point (1.26) as homogeneous coor-
dinates in CP3, we can extend $ to be biholomorphic map f rom CF^ x CF^ 
onto Q2. F ix ing W2 G C，divide (1.26) through Wi and lett ing wi ^ 00 
gives 
J/iPoo 办 ( 切 1 ， … ) = e L ' (1.27) 
Note that every point of L, may be so represented, except when ^3(and 
hence Z4) vanishes. Similarly 
J s t 少(份1,切2) = (1.28) 
which gives all of L" except when zg = Z4 = 0. Final ly 
切 2) = (W’0,0) (1.29) 
which is precisely the unique point of V n L". 
We thus have an explicit continuous bijection between CP^ x CPi and 
Q2, showing that Q2 is homeomorphic to CP^ x CF\ i.e. to S^ x S\ Using 
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either or both of the variables (丄=击，(2 = ^ , o n e sees immediately that 
this homeomorphism is in fact a bihilomorphic map. 
I f we consider CP^ w i th the Fubini-Study metric of constant holomor-
phic curvature 2， 
\zjdzk — Zkdzj\^ 
心2 二 ——^ (1.30) 
E k f 
V j y 
A direct computation, in terms of variables Wi,W2 and using (1.26) yields 
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E k i b i ' = 2 ( l + |t/;i|2)(l + |ti;2|2) (1.31) 
k=l 
and -
— ^kdzjl'^ = 4 [(1 + \w2\y \dwi \^ + (1 + \wi\^f\dw2\^)] (1.32) 
3<k 
and by (1.30) 
5 二 (1+ + (l + |ti;2|2)2 (1.33) 
f rom which we conclude that Q2 is the product of two standard spheres of 
radius ^ and of constant Gauss curvature equal to 2.Through the product 
representation of Q2, we can give a simple and useful representation of 
Gauss map as follows: 
Let a minimal surface in be given locally in isothermal coordinates 
by 
X(z),X = (X1,X2,X3,X4), 2： 二 € + 
and set 
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/ 、 dxk .dxk 
外 ⑷ = 瓦 — 
the conjugate Gauss map is given by 




r . VZ + i^A 一 (P3 + / � 
f = 1<P2 , gi = —,92 = . 1.34 
一 叩2 <Pl - l(P2 
Note (7i, Oo is in fact, the variables Wi^  W2 introduced in (1.20) previously. 
By (1.25), we get 
f -= - (1 + 9192,i{l - 9i92),gi - 92, -i{gi + 
thus 
G = gig2),gi - 92,-i{gi + 92)] (1.36) 
and the metric on the surface is given by 
ds: = A2 网2 
where 
入2 二 臺 外|2 = Jl/|2(l+bl|2)(l 十 (1.37) 
Aj— 1 
To sum up,the conjugate Gauss map for min imal surfaces in 况4 can be 
considered as consisting two component functions gi,g2 in local isothermal 
parameters, each of which are meromorphic. These component functions 
may be viewed as a map onto a sphere of radius ^ by stereographic pro-




An optimal result on the 
omitted values 
2.1 Xavier's result 
During the sixties, Osserman who used the analytical representation (Weier-
strass Representation) of Gauss map for min imal surfaces has proved a 
number of results about the size of image under the Gauss map [Os 1]. A 
well-known result among these discoveries states that the Gauss map of 
a complete minimal surface M C cannot omit a set of positive loga-
r i thmic capacity unless the surface is a plane. In his survey quoted above, 
Osserman raised the following questions: Do there exist complete regular 
minimal surfaces whose image under the Gauss map covers all the sphere 
except for any arbitrary finite set of points E given in advance? 
I t was observed in Osserman's paper [Os 7] that the classical minimal 
surface of Scherk is a complete minimal surface whose normals omits 4 
direction. This can be seen as follows: Let 
1 cos y 
^ = log (2.1) 
cos X 、 ‘ 
defined over all squares 
c» TT TT 
^mn '' X - mn < y -nn < - where m-\-n is even ( 2 . 2 ) 
That is to say, all points (x,y) where cos a: and cosy have the same sign. 
The set of these squares form a checkerboard pattern in the x-y plane. 
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On the vertical sides of these squares z +00, and on the horizontal sides 
^ —^  -00，except that at the vertices z tends to an arb i t rary l im i t depending 
on the directions of approach. In terms of parametric form, the surface is 
given by 
w � { (+ (+1 1 + 1 � 
… 二 (arg — , arg log y j，（ 士1’（ # (2.3) 
where = u + iv and arg ^ is the angle that the real axis makes w i t h 
Direct computat ion gives 
dx ,dx 2 
= — I——= 
ou dv 1 + 
dy .dy 2i 
(P2 — I = 
du dv 1 — 
dz .dz 4c 
(pz — I——= 
du dv 1 — ( 4 
ff⑷ 二 -（ (2.4) 
Since 
<pi-h(pl-i-<pl = 0 
and (pi, are analytic functions, therefore X is an isothermal parametr i-
zation of a min imal surface. Also, by (2.4), the normal to the surface never 
takes on the four directions which correspond to those points on the sphere 
whose stereographic projection is ( 二 土 1, 土 T h a t the surface is complete 
is obvious f rom the fact that 土⑴ at each boundary point . 
Though Scherk's surface provide an example whose normal omit 4 direc-
tions, so far no complete minimal surface that is not a plane whose normal 
is found to omit more that 4 directions. So i t is expected that the opt imal 
result w i l l be the following: 
The normals of a complete min imal surface in can omit at most 4 
directions. 
In the early eigties, the question posted above f inally got a break-
through. Frederico Xavier [Xa], has improved Osserman's theorem by show-
ing that the Gauss map of a complete minimal surface M cannot omit more 
than 6 points unless i t is a plane. Though Xavier's result is not opt imal, 
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we st i l l include his proof since the techniques in his proof was successfully 
employed by R.S.Earp and H.Rosenberg to prove that if the total curva-
ture of a complete minimal surface is infinite，then the Gauss map should 
take on every value infinitely often, except perhaps for six values. In his 
proof,Xavier has used mainly a function-theoretic property of complete Rie-
mannian manifold which st i l l plays a crucial role for further generalization 
under the assumption of finite topological type which wi l l be discussed in 
Chapter 3. So we first give a detailed proof of his result. 
We need a theorem of Yau [Yau . 
T h e o r e m 2.1.1 Let M"" be a complete Riemannian manifold with dimen-
sion n. Let u be a non-negative C^ function satisfying A log u = / wherever 
it “ defined. Suppose f is bounded from below by a constant and is Lebesgue 
integrable with 0 < / < oo where M + = {x\u{x) > 0} . 
Then Jj^u^ = oo for p > 0，unless u is a constant function. If f is zero 
almost everywhere, the same conclusion holds. 
To prove Theorem 2.1.1, we need the following Stoke's theorem which 
generalizes the main theorem of Gaffney [Ga]. 
L e m m a 2.1.2 Let oj be a smooth integrable n - 1 form defined on M\ 
Then there exists a sequence of domains B‘ in M"' such that M"^ 二 |J. 
，BI C 双+1 and l im / O . duj = 0 . [Yau 
t•—土 oo ‘ 
Proof of the theorem 2.1.1. We shall only consider the special case p 二 1. 
( T h e general case is essentially the same. Consider for example the equa-
t ion A log u^ — pf.) 
Let e > 0 be any positive number, and 
e^ = [u + e)2 (2.5) 
since 
A log u = f 
therefore 
A 1 fu € du^ 
A log V. = — H 




This is equivalent to 
o fu 
Ve/^V, > (2.7) 
Let 0 < Ri < R2 he any positive numbers. Let r be the distance function 
f rom a fixed point p. Then there exists a Lipschitz continuous function oj 
such that for some constant c〉0， 
I'— ^ ^ ；：^ (2.8) 
and 
t 
0 < uj{x) < 1 
= 1 for xe B{Ri) (2.9) 
= 0 for X e M\B{R2) 
where B(R) denotes the ball of radius R around p. Note that such function 
can be defined by 
“二 n ) (2.10) 
where is a smooth function defined on the real line w i th 
0 < 沖） 
^{t) = 1 for t<l (2.11) 
(p{t) 二 0 for t 12 
Since Stoke's theorem holds for Lipschitz difFerertial forms, we see 
/ dv. A* = - I u^v.Av, (2.12) 
Jb{R2 JB{R2 
Apply ing (2.7), we get 
/ uj^ dv^ 2 
JB{R'2) 
< - [ 2 v , d v , A* udu - [ - [ ^ (2.13) 
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Hence 
y \ d v . \ ' < [ [ ^ (2.14) 
JB{R2) JB{R2) JB{R2) 2 V 》 
From (2.8), we get 
1 r I圳2 
4 Jb{R2) U + e 
= L , 丨 机 | 2 ^ — U , ^ (2.15) 
Let e 0 in (2.15)，we have 
1 f r r uj”u 
4 JB{R,) U — {R2-RIY JB[R,) _ JB[R,) (2.16) 
Now suppose /mW < 00. Then if we let R2 = 2i2i 00 in (2.16),we see 
f du 2 -
/ < 00 (2.17) 
JM U V 乂 
I t follows f rom (2.17) and the Schwartz inequality that 
[ M ^ l ) < [ ^ ^ [ u < o o (2.18) 
\JM J JM u JM 、 乂 
Let 
Ue = u-\-e (2.19) 
As 
A log w 二 / 
we have 
A 1 fu e 9 
A log u, = — — + , I , , \du\^ (2.20) w + e u{u 4- 6)2 � ) 
Since 
[\d\ogu,\ = [ < / ^ < 00 (2.21) 
JM JM u e JM e 、 乂 
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i t follows f rom lemma 2.1.2 that 
0 = . l i m / A\ogu广 f [ ^ \du\^ (2.22) 
oo JB‘ JM U + € JM u[U + e尸 
for all e 〉 0 , where B,s are as in the lemma 2.1.2. I f > 0,equality 
(2.22) is clearly impossible by lett ing e 0. I f f is identically zero,(2.22) 
shows 
广 du ^ / ———=0 
Jm u{u + e)2 
and u must be a constant. • 
To prove the main theorem in this section, we need one more lemma. 
Before stating the lemma, we give several definitions and prel iminary re-
sults. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2.1.3 Let f{z) be meromorphic in the unit disk. For any seal A 
O'Tid ZO such that < 1, we shall call f{z;zo,X) = f(e'^j^) a translate 
of f{z). 
D e f i n i t i o n 2.1.4 A family F of function f{z) is said to be invariant if 
whenever f{z) G F then all the translate f{z;zo,X) e F. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2.1.5 A function f{z) is called normal if f{z) together with its 
translates constitute a normal family. 
T h e o r e m 2.1.6 A class F of functions f{z) meromorphic in a domain D 
of the complex plane is normal in D if and only if 1丄"^;((:))丨丨2 is uniformly 
hounded on any compact subset of D for f e F.[Ha,p.l58] 
From theorem 2.16, we have 
T h e o r e m 2.1.7 An invariant family F of function f(z) meromorphic in 
the unit disk is normal there if and only if there is a constant B,such that 
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A function f(z) meromorphic in the unit disk is normal if and only if 
l + | / ( / ) | 2 ) “ , 称 1 
where B is a constant [Ha,p.163 
L e m m a 2.1.8 Let f be a holomorphic function in the unit disk D and let 
/ # o，a. Ziet a 二 1 - I， k e Then we have 
f'\ 
y»|a+ f2-a ^ 巧 胡 t V C r y 0<p<l 
Proof Since /全 omits two values, it is normal [Ha p.169] By theorem 2.1.7 
there is a constant c such that 
W{z)\ c 
1 + \g[z)\^ — 1—^2 for any normal function g defined on D 
Apply ing this 
estimate on the spherical derivative of we have 
I / ' � I , c 
圳/�|i—全(1 + 1/�I爱）“ 
so that 
\f'{z)\ , kc 
1 / � � - * + | / � (1-i) - 1 一问2 
In part icular, 
a ” ^ 刚 for 0 < p < 1 • 
Now we come to our main theorem in this section. 
T h e o r e m 2.1.9 [Xa] The complement of the image of the Gauss map of 
a non-flat complete minimal surface in 况3 contains at most 6 points of S^. 
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Proof Suppose that M is a complete non-flat minimal surface whose 
Gauss map misses 7 points. Wi thout loss of generality, assume M is simply 
connected. By Weierstrass representation of minimal surfaces in Chapter 
l，we may assume that M = u n i t disk D and the metric is X{z)\dz\^ w i th 
A 二 |/丨2(1 + |5^|2)2’where the function f anf g are holomorphic and | / | > 0. 
And the map g after composition w i th inverse stereographic projection be-
comes the Gauss map of the surface. The fact that g has no pole means 
that the nor th pole is among the omit ted points. Therefore, i t is sufficient 
to prove the following: 
(*) Let f,g be holomorphic function on D , | / | > 0. Suppose that for six 
distinct complex numbers ai，. • •，a。，the equation g(z) = a,, has no solution 
== 1’ …，6). Then the metric | / p ( l + \g\^Y\dz\'^ on D is not complete. 
For the proof, consider the function 
where | < o: < 1 as in the lemma 2.1.8 and p = 轰 Note that / 〒 is well-
defined because | / | > 0. Hence the function u = \h\ is harmonic and so 
satisfies A log w = 0 almost everywhere in D (as there may be a discrete set 
where g' vanishes.) 
Assuming that the metric is complete, we are going to assert that 
w 线 I n d e e d , if u is a (necessarily non-zero) constant, this follows 
f rom the fact that complete simply-connected surfaces of non-positive cur-
vature have infinte area. I f u is not constant, this follows f rom theorem 
2.1.1. 
Since the area element is Xdxdy, the condition u can be wr i t ten 
/ dxdy = oo 
JD nLi b - a ^ h “ 
This contradiction wi l l be achieved by showing this integral is actually 
finite. 
Let Dj = {z e D : \g{z) - ay| < / } where 0 < / < 全 m in ,关,a, - - aj, 
^ l<i,k<6 
Also, let = D\ Uf=i Dj ~ ~ 
丑二 
n t i I 分— 
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then the last integral becomes 
[Hdxdy =T f Hdxdy + [ Hdxdy 
Jd 台 Jdj JD' 
Note that as Dj is a compact set and \g — aj\ < I on Dj,we have 
H < c for some constant c 
g — dj 
We may also assume / < 1 so that \g - ay| < 1 on Dj. 
Therefore 
g' P q'P ^ < -
9 - ayh - dfi' - ayh + k - ay|2-«)P 
Hence 
J Hdxdy < oo for each I < j <6 
by lemma 2.1.8. . 
Now consider H on D'. By Lemma 2.1.8’ i t suffixes to prove 
- + (2.23) 
Let T j [ z ) = \g[z)-aj\. On the set I <Tj < 1, we have and T「i bounded, 
so there is a constant c such that 
c q' P 
for a<l 
by the same reasoning as above, thus (2.23) follows. On the set in D' where 
g bounded and 
丑 ？ c y \ 
—Ti — {T^ + T^-^Y 
for some constants c,c'. So (2.23) follows on this set. 
I f there is a constant M > 1 such that 
Ti > M for each i = 1, . . . ’ 6 
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Since Ti,...,Tq differ by bounded numbers that depend only on a i , • •.，a^ 
then 
1 c 
1 T � - ^^ for each j，for some c > 0 
Hence 
H < ^ ( 1 + l . l T 
< … ( i + l ” a y l + M 〒 
— y /jyGpa 
< c + + + asT/ + a卯 
- eg rpQpot 
for some positive real numbers ao,..., a^. 
< c'l^ 
- T y 
c"\g'\P 
< (y? + y2-ajp for some constant c', c" -
where the last inequality holds if pa < l，p(2 —a) < 1 and a < 1. Therefore 
(2.19) is proved and hence theorem 2.1.9 if pa = ^ and a > 丛. • 
6 — 11 
2.2 A lower bound for Poincare metric 
Though Xavier reduced the omitted set of Guass image of minimal surfaces 
to finite number of points. However, his method does not seem able to yield 
the opt imal result. 
A major break-through came at last in 1988 when Hirotaka Fujimoto 
Fu 1] proved an estimate relating the Guassian curvature at a point w i th its 
distance f rom the boundary of a minimal surface, he successively reduced 
the size of omit ted set to at most 4 points. 
In this section, we wi l l obtain a lower bound for the Poincare metric of 
the domain C \ { a i , • • . , 〜 } where g > 2. This lower bound is essential for 
the proof of a function theoretic lemma which in tu rn play a crucial role in 
the main theorem of Fujimoto. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 .2 .1 A metric p\dz\,p > 0，is said to be ultrahyperbolic in a 
region U d C if it has the following properties: 
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1' P is upper semi continuous. 
忍.At every Zq e Q with p{zo) > there exists a ”supporting metric'' 
Po, defined and of class C^ in a neighbourhood V of ZQ，such that 
Alogpo > pI and p > po in V, while P[ZQ) = po[zo). 
T h e o r e m 2.2.2 In a plane region Q whose complement has at least two 
points, there exists a unique maximal ultrahyperbolic metric，and this metric 
has constant curvature -1. [Ah,p.16] 
D e f i n i t i o n 2.2.3 The maximal metric as stated in the above theorem is 
called the Poincare metric of H and is denoted by Xq. It is maximal in the 
sense that every ultrahyperbolic metric p satisfies p < XQ throughout H. 
Remark: As in a disk A{R) = {z : < i2} ’ the metric defined by 
A 率 ) ⑷ = ^ ^ ^ 
is the Poincare metric [Ah Lemma 1-1 
T h e o r e m 2.2.4 Let D be a domain in C and X he a positive C^ function 
on D satisfying the condition A log A > A^. Then for every holomorphic 
map f •• A{R) — D 
[Ah^p.u] 
T h e o r e m 2.2.5 (D is tance decreas ing p r o p e r t y o f Po inca re m e t r i c ) 
If n C n'，then An' < A [Ah,p.16] 
Take q distinct points a!, • • • ’ a? in C,where q > 2 . For brevity, we set 
Aai”..,a“么）=Ac\{ai”..,aJ ⑷ 
To obtain some lower bound for Aai,…,ag，we need the following lower bound 
for Ao’i. 
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T h e o r e m 2.2.6 Let 
D = {z: < 1,1^1 < 1|} 
. 、 V l - Z - I ^ n 
( � = / z — — , 1 for zeD 
V l - 2 + 1 
where y/l- z is the branch with Rey/l - z > 0 for z e D 
then 
Ao,i⑷ ^ 4 — 二 ⑷ I 一 ⑶ 1 从P.171 (2.24) 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2.2.7 Take an arihitrary constant k^ with 
ko > max ( l , | a i | , . . . , \aq\) 
Then there exist positive constants 八,(0 < i < q) depending only on 
/^o, ai，• • •，ttg such that 
1. K,...,aM) > for\z\ > ko 
for ze = {z'.\z\< A;o}\{ai, .••，〜} 
where log+ x — max (log x, 0) 
Proof We shall show first 
l im inf Ao,i(^) log ^ > 1 (2.25) 
Direct calculation gives 
作） 1 
T T T = r 川here ( is defined in Theorem 2.2.5 
S l^J z z —1 2 
By (2.24) we get 
z 
〉 log I 全 
- k - 11^4 + l o g ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
— 1 log 旧 
^ — l |2( log 丨全I + 4 + 2 log z + 1|) 
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which tends to 1 as z tends to 0. So we conclude (2.25) 
Note C\{0,1} ^^ C\{0，1} is biholomorphism and Poincare metrics 
are invariant under biholomorphism transformations, 
\o,i[z)\dz\ = -^Xo^i{-)\dz 
Z L z 
Therefore 
l im inf Aq i f ^ l l ^ l log jz = l i m i n f Aoi(w) u log — > 1 f2.26) 
Z^oo u-^0 ‘ U ~ 
By decreasing property of Poincare metric 
> fOT z G C \ { a i , . . . , a J (2.27) 
I <i^j<g 
Since 
^ — d • " 
^ = : C\{a,-,ay} ^ C \ {0 ,1 } is a biholomorphism 
CLj — CLi 
we have 
\ , 、 1 . ( z - a i \ , 
Aa.ay ⑷ = Ao.i 2.28 
aj - di \aj - aij ‘ 
From (2.25),(2.27) and (2.28) we conclude 
( 1 \ 
l im inf A a , a S ^ ) \ z - a i \ 1 + log+ 
一辽‘ V z-ai ) 
> l iminfAo, i (u) |u | log — f 1 - 1。笆:丨〜「〜I") (2.29) 。 H V l o g 1^1 y 、 》 
> 1 
We now consider the function 
( I \ 
hi[z) = — a,| 1 + log+ for l < i <q 
V z-ai ) 一 — 
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on the set A' = {z : |；2；| < A : o } \ { a i , a ^ } 
Since h‘ is continuous,for j + i 
l im inf hAz) > 0 
and 
] h n mihi[z) > 1 6?/(2.29) 
Hence,we may choose 
= inf^ hi[z) > 0 fori <i<q 
since 
hi[z) > 八‘ onA' fori <i<q 
that is 
A . 
Aai,...’a“2；) > 7 ^ - o n A' fori <i<q 
I 卜 a ‘ | ( l + l o g + 尚 ） -
and this proves (2). 
Next, we consider the function 
/io(2) = log I之丨 on the set A " = {z : > A:。} 
By (2.26),(2.27) and (2.28),we get 
Jhn inf A a , a “ 咖 I log I之I 
= l i m inf ——-——Ao,i ( - — ) z log z 
oo a2 - ai\ \a2 — aiJ ^ 
= l i m inf Aq U log u 
z—*oo ‘ ^ ‘ 
— l i m inf Aq I(Z) log — > 1 
z—^oo , \ / • 之 一 
T h e r e f o r e ,八。= m £ h o { z ) > 0 and 八。satisfies the desired inequality 
in (1). • ‘ 
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2.3 A function-theoretic lemma 
The purpose of this section is to prove the following function-theoretic 
lemma which plays a crucial role in the proof of the main theorem in Fuji-
moto's paper [Fu 1 . 
L e m m a 2 .3 .1 [Fu 1] Let g be a meromorphic function on A(E) which 
omits q distinct values ai,. •. i and aq 二 oo,where q > 3.For 0 < {q -
l ) c ' < c,there exists a constant B depending only on c,c',ai,... ,aq such 
that 
〜 + „ — ' ! 严 ) 丨 <_ B (2.30) 
Proof Noticing that 
we can divide the proof in 3 sub lemmas. 
Sublemma 1 : Let g be as in Lemma 2.3.1,there exists a constant B! de-
pending only on a i , … ’ 〜 s u c h that 
— E (2.32) 
n.=i 9 — ai 9-di J ^ 
Sublemma 2 : Let g，ai’...,ag be as in Lemma 2.3.1 and n > 0. Then 
, the re exists some constants C, > 0 (1 < z < ^ - 1) depending only on 
ai，...，(Xg，n such that 
+ — : | l ( l + l o g + 由 ) - C i (2.33) 
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Sublemma 3 :There exists a constant Di such that 
_ {uU\g{z)-a,\y' / 2R \ 
八 ) — ( 1 + |咖)|2” R ^ T ^ - ^ ' H ^ ^ j (2.34) 
for each i：. (1 S z. $ g — 1) where £>《depends only on a i , . • • ,〜 , c andc'. 
Proof of Sublemma 1 Since g is a meromorphic function,we may take 
holomorphic functions gi and g<i on A(i2) such that g =虹 and 
/\ ( 2 2 \ i , 
g = [ 91 +92 J 2 vanishes nowhere 
Set 
Fi 二 gi- aig2 for l<i <q-l (2.35) 
Fq = g2 
We claim that 
{ n r . \ 
+ = [g'l g'2 ) 
ntl \9-ai\ 一 
I - ，）） 
< 战 E 7 (2.36) 
V y 
where B2 is a constant depending only on a!，. •.，a^. 
Since 
det ( ] 
[Si g丨2 ) = 
FiFj Kfi^  一 ai)[g — ay) 
< - ~ (丨分 I + for 1 < i < j < q - 1 
- ay 乂 gr - a, I Ifi^  - ay 丨乂 — 」_ ^ 
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and 
detf ”） ， 
(2.36) implies (2.32). 
To prove (2.36),let us first prove the fol lowing fact: introduce 
f : ~~> CPn is a non-degenerate holomorphic map and 
Hj : a]Wi 十..• + = 0 for l < j <q 
be hyperplanes in CP" in general position(i.e. q>n-^l and any n + 1 of 
these hyperplanes are l inearly independent.) 
Taking a reduced representation / 二（八：.•. ： / „+ i ) ,we set 
F. /! + ... +afVn+i for l < j < q 
and we denote the Wronskian of functions /i，.. •，f^+i by W { f i , /以 +丄） 
I f g 〉 ( n +1)2 and f omits q hyperplanes in general posit ion, 
there exists a constant k : depending only on a ] , . . . such that 
I l / I l " - 1 <kA E , ” • / - ) 1 ( 2 . 3 7 ) 
/n+1 \ h 
where || / | | = [丨/‘⑷丨。 
\ t= i / 
I n fact,take an arb i t rary point z G A( i2) .Let . . . , be a permutat ion 
of the indices 1,2,...，q such that 
“ ⑷ I S …• S 1巧„十1 ⑷ I < ⑷ I < • • • < 
Since we assume that are in general posit ion, /i，. • •, f ^+ i are 
represented as linear combinations of F“，..., Fi^^^ which can be seen by 
Crammer's Rule, say 
• ⑷ = c “ F “ ⑷ + … + c “ _ F “ ⑷ 
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Then 
/,(么)| < 切"ere c‘r..,„+i =max(|c,i|，.••， 
< for i = and / = n + 2 , . . . , ^ 
Therefore 
( n+l \ i 
E 1 / ‘ ⑷ r <{n + l ) “ ‘ r 、 + i | F , 、 ⑷ I forl = n + 2,...,q 
1=1 / 
and 
11/⑷ < 1| 巧 补 … 州 
On the other hand 
< f l + • • • + < + l “ l . . • 心 i / l + … + <++\ /n+ l 
= i . . . ； 
Note = a“...,„+iP7(F“，• •. ’ i^.n+i) for the constant 
= det(al :1< J, k <n-h 
we conclude 
吼…， /n十1)⑷丨丨/⑷『-1 
‘ • • Fq 
< ( ( - + 1 ) 、 . . . , . „ + 1 厂 — 〜 、 " 十 巧 1’厂巧 
£1 1 * * * f^ 
=C. . a . . 吼 , … ， 只 ” + 儿 广 . 砂 ) ‘ 
+ l " t l - t n + l ^ ^ 
‘ ‘ ‘ r q 
<众2所(巧I，...，巧—1)(之) 
一 F“…Fin+i 
< [ 吼’ . . . ， i ^ . J ⑷ 、 
、 1 弘 〈 … F i i …"^ tn+i J 
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where k , = 
which depends on the coefficient of hyperplane. 
Now to deduce (2.36) f rom (2.37) by just noticing that as g is mero-
morphic on A(jR), g can be considered as a map f rom A(iE) into CP' w i th 
reduced representation. 
9 92) 
As g omits a i , . . . , a g _ i andoo, g omits the q hyperplanes Fi,...,Fq as 
defined by (2.35). So we can apply (2.37) to get (2.36). • 
Proof of Sublemma 2 Take a constant ko > max ( l , | a i | , . . . , |〜—1|) and 
set 
Then by Proposition 2.2.7 
A . 
入 之 ) ) > —^ 77-^""”+——ir for ze 
and 
入ai,…〜(fi^ ⑷）> M n ““ / n for^ ze 
On the other hand, since 
A log = A ' , a ” i 
Theorem 2.2.4 implies that 
I分‘⑷|Aai,…,〜分⑷）< 及2 —之2 for艺e MR) 
Therefore,we have 
^ < 
( l + _ " | ( l + l o g + 由 ） - h | ( i + l o g + 点 ） 
^ 1 2R ^ 
- X T ^ n q ^ / … A i 
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and 
< l o g ^ l — 
(1 + |們％ - a ‘ | ( l + l o g + ^ ) - (1 + | 們 ? ( 1 - 斷 1^ 1 log 1^ 1 
. B s ( 2R \ , ^ A 
- T o y w ^ ^ l / 一 
where i 
Bs = sup I 1 - I ( 1 + log w 
h|>A:o V J 
Since n > 0, 
lira log w (1 -j- w = 0 
to—•CO \ ‘ 
Therefore, Bs < +oo 
Then we can take = max (六，ff) which satisfies the inequality (2.33). 
Note that Bs depends only on k\), ai[l <i < q) and n，so that C, depends 
only on a ‘ ( l < i < q) and n. • 
Proof of Sublemma 8 Take c〃 w i t h 0 < c' < c" and c - (q - l)c〃 > 0,and 
set 
( = ( i + i o g + i ^ ) 
【 J - ( i + H 2 ) 〒 
The funct ion H(w) is clearly continuous on C \ { a i , . . . , 〜 ] } and 
i ™ , 丑 H ==0 (1 < < g) 
Therefore 
ff(w) < M 
where M is a constant depending only on a i , . . . , a^, c', c" 
On the other hand for 
n^ c-[q- l)c〃 > 0 
叶）二 \9'{z)\H{g{z)) 
I (1 十丨賴 a ‘ l ( l + l o g + ‘ ） 
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< c , M ( 严 ] 
一 
^ f 2R \ 
where A is a constant depending only on a i , . . . , a^, n, c, c" • 
Remark: 
1. n > 0 is essential in Sublemma 2 so that l im log i f (1 + w = 0 
• W—^OO \ , 
in order that B3 is finite. 
2. note c" is chosen to satisfy 0 < c' < c" in Sublemma 3 so that 
liuiyj^oo H{w) = 0. On the other hand c" also satif ty n = c - {q -
l ) c " > 0 so that Sublemma 2 can be applied. Therefore c" is indeed 
dependent on c and c'. Hence the constant D i in Sublemma 3 depends 
only on a i , . . . , a^, c and c'. ' 
2,4 The optimal result 
Opt imal result about the omitted set of Gaussian image of minimal surfaces 
in 况3 obtained by Fuj imoto [Fu 1] is a corollary of the following theorem. 
Remark: The main idea of the proof of the following theorem lies in 
the proof of the existence of a divergent path w i th finite length which 
was employed by R.Osserman [Os i j to prove the early result, namely: A 
complete minimal surface is a plane or else the normals to S are everywhere 
dense. 
T h e o r e m 2 .4 .1 [Fu l ] Let M be a minimal surface in Suppose that 
the Gauss map N : M > S^ omits at least five points ai，. • •，05. Then, 
there exists a constant A > 0 depending only on a i , . . . , as, c, c' where 
0 < 4c' < c < 1 such that < ^ ^ for an arbitary point q of M. 
Here K(q) and d(q) denote the Gauss Curvature of M at q and the distance 
from q to the boundary of M respectively. 
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Remark: In the case M is complete, then d{q) 二 oo for any q e M, so 
we have the following opt imal result. 
C o r o l l a r y 2.4.2 The Gauss map of a complete non-flat minimal surface 
in can omit at most four points of the sphere. 
Remark : Corollary 2.4.2. gives the opt imal result since we know some 
examples of complete non-flat minimal surfaces in whose Gauss map 
omit four points, for example, the Scherk's surface. 
To prove theorem 2.4.1., We recall the following facts. Let 
X = (X1,X2,X3) : M 
be a connected oriented minimal surface in 况3. As discussd in section 1.2, 
the classical Gauss map 
N : M 
is related to a meromorphic function 
g ： M C^OO = C U {00} 
by 
IT o N = g 
where tt is the Stereographic projection f rom S^ to Coo [Corollary 1.2.5 . 
Instead of N，w e would study g and by the well-known Weierstrass Repre-
sentation [Theorem 1.2.1], we have 
03 dxk dxk 
fl' = T r- where (f>k = - i^- for k =： 1,2,3. 
01 — i(P2 o^ drj 
and (€，??）is a local isothermal coordinate on M . Also, the metric on M 
induced f rom is given by (1.16) 




f = (t>i- i(t>2 
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and f has no zero in case that g has no ploe. The curvature K of M is given 
by 
A log A _ I 分？ 
= — A ^ 二 - | / | 2 ( 1 + |們2 (2.38) 
For the proof theorem 2.4.1, we may replace M by the universal cov-
ering of M . On the other hand, there is no compact min imal surface in 
况 a n d any meromorphic function on C which omits three distinct values 
is a constant because of the Picard's theorem. Therefore, by the Koebe's 
uninformization theorem [Ah &; Sa], M is biholomorphic to the uni t disk in 
C. Hence, we may asume that M is the uni t disk A . 
Proof of theorem 2.4.1 Suppose that Coo\g[M) contains five distinct points 
•. • ,05 as in the theorem. By a suitable coordinate change, we may as-
sume that 05 = 00. Wi thout loss of generality, we assume that q=0 and 
^ 0. Take real numbers c, c, w i th 0 < 4c' < c < 1. Set -
2 
p = 
^ 3 - c 
We consider a many-valued analytic function 
1 • , P(l-C') 
^ = - 二 1 “ (2.39) 
• is defined on an open set. 
M' = {zeM : g'[z) 0} 
Take an arbitrary single-valued branch xfjQ of ^^  in a neighborhood of the 
origin. Then 如 has an analytic continuation ip^ along any continuous curve 
7 : [0,1] ""“> M' with 7(0) = 0 
Let 
TT ： W > M , 
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be the universal covering of M'. Note that each point p of M* corresponds 
to the homotopy class of a continuous curve 
7 : [0,1] ~~^ M' with 7(0) = 0 and 7(1) = 7r(p). 
This can be seen bv unique l i f t ing path theorem [Gr Har ] and simply 
connectedness of M' together w i th tt is a continuous function. Define 
w = F(p) = I il;^{z)dz (2.40) 
By Cauchy's Theorem, F is a single-valued holomorphic function on WK 
On the other hand, 
= 0, dF{p) + 0 for any p eW (2.41) 
where 0 denotes the point of M' corresponding to the constant curve 0. By 
(2.41), we can find a positive constant R such that F maps a connected 
open neighborhood U of 0 bijectively onto -
A(R) = {weC :\w\<R} 
Choose the largest R w i th this property and consider a map 
(？^ = TT o : A{R) M (2.42) 
Now for each point a w i th \a\ = R, we consider a line segment 
La : w = ta , 0 < ^ < 1 
in A[R) and a curve 
Ta:z = (l){ta) , 0 < ^ < 1 
in M'. First we want to prove the following : 
There exists a point a�with |ao| = R such that r。。tends to the bound-
ary of M , namely, for each compact set C in M , we can find some 艺〇 w i th 
0 < < 1 satisfying the condition that 
Htao) ^C for to <t <1. (2.43) 
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We w i l l prove this result in several steps. 
Step( l ) : There exists a positive constant E i depending only on a i , . . . , as 
and c, c' such that 
i ^ i - P S 芯i|ir(0)| —i (2.44) 
Proof of step (1) Set 
= ffW^)) 
By (2.39) and (2.40) 
dz I分卞 dz 
Since # ( 0 ) + 0 for the map z = (t>[w), we may take w as a holomorphic loal 
coordinate around origin. Consider the pull-back metric on the W-plane 
using the metric on M . 
aw 
=|/。<^丨2(1+|”补)2 丨 分 ) 門 盒 ， , 
4 | /。 ( ^ |2 ( r [ t i b。於一 a,.|)2p(i-c') 
Tha t is, the metric in w-plane is given by (w;) ” where 
, ,、、2 ( l + | " | 〒 / i ' 2 p 
( + ) ) = 视 i | “ ‘ ) 2 P ( i - e ' ) (2.45) 
As 
_ 二 - 浮 
By not ing and — is harmonic, and using 
Q2 _ 
A l o g ( l + | / l | 2 ) = log( l + hh) 
二 
二 ( l + |/l|2)2 
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we can conclude that 
細 二 释 ) | 2 [ u U h j O ] -
、) (1 + |"(0)|2)2 ( l + |/l(0)|2)2|/,/(0)|2p 
一 ( l + |/l(0)|2)4 … 4 t ) J 
now, by applying lemma 2.3.1. to the function h, we get 
(1 + I M P ) 1/^^(0) I ( 2 B 
using (2.46) and (2.47), we get 
^ i - p < ^.sy-.mm^i^um - ciiiy-' 
— ( l + | / l ( 0 ) | 2 )宁 
for sufficiently small c, c' . 
Consider 
五1 二 2 s u p ( 2 耶 切 也 〜 
^eC (1 + 1 — 2 )于 
Since for is large 
(1 + 1 — 2)宁 〜 〜 
by the choice of c,c' and p. Therefore, Ei is finite and satisfies the inequal-
i ty in (2.44). 
Step(2) : Assume (2.43) is not true, that is, for each a w i th \a\ 二 R, 
there exists a sequence w i th 
l im — 1 
n—*oo 
such that 
l im Mtno) = zq e M 
n—oo ^ ‘ 
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then g'[zQ) + 0，that is ZQ G M'.ln fact, if g'{zo) = 0, then we can find a 
positive constant E2 such that 
丨 綱 > ^ ^ (2.48) 
Z - ZQ 1-P 
in a compact neighborhood V of ZQ, where m denotes the zero mul t ip l ic i ty 
of g' at ZQ. This can be established as follows: 
9'{z) = {z- Zo^Qiz) where Q{zo)半 0 (2.49) 
Since Q is continuous, there exists a neighbourhood V (which may be as-
sumed to be compact) of ZQ such that 
Q(^) / 0 for all z 6 V (2.50) 
Therefore 
p p 
卜 < mgK\Q{z)\^-p for all z e V (2.51) 
Hence 
^^ J 八 I \ 
Z - ZQ 1-P Q[Z) 1-P 
E2 
> ；"w for all z eV 
Z — ZQ \ 1-P 
where the last inequality follows by (2.51) and continuity of f and g. Here 
i n f | / ( ^ ) | i ^ i n f J l \ g [ z ) - a i \ 
W — / 
乃 2 — 
max|g(^) | i -p 
> 0 
Therefore, 
R = f \dw\ = f ^ ^ \dz 
J La JVa dz 
= J I 列 
> / 心 mp = 00 




1 — p 1 — c 
This contradicts to (2.44) and thus ZQ G M'. 
Remark: Note that the choice P = ^ and c G (0,1) plays a role in the 
proof. 
W i t h the same assumptions and notations as in Step (2),we have 
Step (3) : There exist a relatively compact, simply connected open neigh-
borhood V' of zo w i th V' c M丨,with 
Vim (f>{ta) = zoeV 
Proof Since M' is an open set, we can always choose V' such that W C 
by choosing 
E^ = m m I 例 〉 0 
zev* ~ 
As \'4)\ is a nowhere zero continuous function on M ' ’ therefore 
於(之)| > > 0 on V' 
I f there exists a sequence (i“）such that 
(2.52) 
then we have a contradiction. 
R = L k Ez j \dz\ = oo 
The last equality holds since tt is a surjection, F restricting on U is a 
bijection so that 
cannot be a constant for large n，this fact together w i th (2.52), we can 
conclude the last integral is infinite. Up to now, we have proved that 
\im(j>[ta) e V' 
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But by same argument as above, the l imi t is indeed ZQ. From Step (3), if 
we take a connected component V of which includes 
{ ( F | C / ) — 1 ( ⑷ ： < ^ < 1 } C F for some to e ( 0 , 1 ) . 
On the other hand, since 
is a homeomorphism, 
lim(F|?7)—1(亡a) 二 K for some point p^ G M'. t ‘ > 1 
I f (2.43) is not true, then 
Step (4) : F can be extended to a biholomorphic map f rom an open neigh-
borhood of 0 onto A{R') where R' > R. Proof For each a such that 
a| = R, we have established by Step(3) that 
= a for p^ eW' 
and 
dF{p^) + 0 
Therefore, there is an open neighborhood of Ya such that F maps it onto 
an open neighborhood of a. Therefore {F\U)~'^ can be extended holomor-
phically to a neighborhood of each point a w i th |a| = as a map into W ' . 
By compactness of the set 
{w : 二 i?} 
we can find a constant R' w i th R' > R such that there is a holomorphic 
map 
H{w) : A{R') > W 
wi th 
H{w) = {F\U)-^{w) for all w G A{R) 
and 
= w for all w E A{R') 
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Therefore 
F ： ff (A (R')) —> A(E') 
biholomorphically. This contradicts to the choice of R. Hence (2.43) is 
proved, namely there is a point a。with |ao| = R such that I^。tends to the 
boundary of M . 
By Steps (1) to ⑷ ’ we obtain 
_ 丨 4 (2.53) 
for some cnstant ^ > 0 depending only on ai，• • •, as，c, c'. 
Proof Now applying lemma 2.3.1. to the function h, we have 
(l + lh(w)nih'(w)l^ 2R 
— a ‘ | )p( i -c ' ) — n 一 I叫2J _ 
where 
2 
0 < P = s ~ < 1 3 — c 
Therefore 
率） < f ds 
= f (j)*ds 
JLao 
—JL.0 [nUHw] - — 
二 
二 叫:J^p by letting u 二 1 
using (2.44), we conclude (2.53) and complete the proof of theorem 2.4.1. 
• 
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Using similar argument, Fujimoto proves relating result for complete min-
imal surface M in 
T h e o r e m 2.4.3 [Fu 1] Let M be a complete non-flat minimal surface in 
and let g = {91,92) be the Gauss map of M，we have 
1. In the case gi ^ constant and 分2 + constant, if gi and 分2 omit qi points 
and q2 points respectively, then qi<2 or q2 <2 or 1 > 1 
— — qi-2 q2- 2 ~ 
In the case where one of gi and g: is constant, say g?三 constant, g! 
can omit at most three points. 
As in the case of minimal surfaces in we may assume that M is 
biholomorphic to the uni t disk A . By the discussion in section 1.4, the 
Gauss map for minimal surface in 况4 
G : M 一 Q2 
can be considered as consisting two component functions g =(力，仍)each 
of which in local isothermal parameters are meromorphic. And by (1.34) 
f . + -^z + i'PA 
f = (Pi - 1(P2, 9i = —, 92 = — ~ r ^ 
Pi - <Pl 一 1^2 
where 
dxk .dxk 
X = (工 1,工2’ 工3’ 工4) is the minimal surface M given in local coordinate 
么 = € + ir j , and the metric on M induced f rom 况‘ jg given by (1.37) 
心 、 j | / | 2 ( l + |仍 |2)(1+丨仍|2)| 对 
Sketch of Proof of theorem 2.4.3. 
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1. Suppose tha t 仏.三 constant for i=l，2，gi^g2 omi t qi d ist inct values 
= oo and 仍 d ist inct values B i , … , B q ^ = oo respectively. 
Assume tha t 
qi > 2, and 仍 > 2， - ^ ― + < 1 (2.54) 
qi-2 q2-2 
Take real numbers c，c，such tha t 
0 < [qi — l)c' <c<qi-2 for i = 1,2 
and 
1 1 
——O+ ——o< 1 (2.55) 
qi-2- c qi-2- c ^ ) 
Set 
Pi = — — \ — — > 0 for 2 = 1,2 (2.56) 
Qi — 2 — C 、- / 
by (2.54) 
1 - Pi - P2 > 0 
By the assumption (2.54), we have q、> 4 ( i = l ’ 2 ) . I f 仍 二 4, then 
> 5 and > 4 in the case qi > 5. So i t suffices to consider the 
cases (仍，g2) = (4，5) and (仍，仍)=(5,4) . Also note tha t 
1 - > 1 (z•二 1，2) 
1 - Pi - P2 
for a sufficiently small c. 
We now consider a many valued funct ion 
• — f ^ i m H o i - 1 麟 ( n p i ( 仍 - 鮮 ( 2 5 7 ) 
(^i) 1-P1-P2 [g'^) 1-P1-P2 
defined on a set 
M' = { 之 e M : g[{z) # 0 and ^ 0 } 
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We assume 0 G M'. Let 如 be a single-valued branch of in a 
neighborhood of the origin and 
-KlW > M' 
be the universal covering of M ' . As in the previous section, for each 
p G taking a continuous curve 7 whose homotopy class corre-
sponds to p and on analytic continuation of ijjQ along 7，we define 
F[p) = [ 
Then 
= 0 and dF[p) + 0 for all p eW 
We choose the largest R such that F maps a connected neighbor-
hood U of 0 bijectively onto A[R), where R < +00 by v i r tue of the 
Liouvil le's theorem. Set 
二仏•((;6(?i；)) on A{R) for i = 1,2 
where 
(j) = TT。（F|C/)—1 
Then the pull-back metric on A( i ^ ) induced f rom M by (/> is 
=丨/|2(1+|仍|2)(1+_名|2 
二 |/�G|2(l+|/il|2)(l + |/^ 2r) # \dw\' 
aw 
By the same reason as in the case in we can find a point a。with 
ao| = jR such that for the line segment L f rom 0 to ao in A ( i ^ ) , the 
Curve r 二 (f>[L) tends to the boundary of M . By the assumption of 
the completeness of M , the length d of T is infinite. On the other 
hand, by applying lemma 2.3.1. to gi and g2, we have 
- J L (n,|/ii — — — 
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< B' f dw 
- 八、— H 2 J 
=B〃 i ^MPl+P2) 
< oo 
which is absurd. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.4.3.(1). 
2. We next consider the case gi + constant and 三 constant. Suppose 
that gi omits four distinct values a i , . . . , 04, where we assume 04 = 00. 
In this case, we use a many-valued function 
,=内 二,))鲜 (2 59) 
(力 
where 
0 < 3c' < c < 1 and p = -^― 
F 2-c 
By the same method as above, we can construct a continuous curve 
of f inite length which goes f rom the origin to the boundary of M . 
This contracicts the assumption that M is complete. Therefore, we 
conclude Theorem 2.4.3.(2). • 
Remark: The requirement of jz^fz^〉1 (t = 1,2) as in the proof in 
(i) of theorem 2.4.3 is essential for analogous part in step (2) of the proof 
of theorem 2.4.1. 
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Chapter 3 
The relation between omitted 
values and total curvature 
3.1 An extension of Xavier’s result 
I n 2.1, we have discussed F.Xavier 's result,namely,the Gauss map of a com-
plete min ima l surface cannot omi t more than 6 points unless i t is a plane. 
In this section, we w i l l discuss an extension of Xavier 's result obtained by 
R.S. Earp and H. Rosenberg. They have successfully used Xavier 's tech-
niques to prove that i f the to ta l curvature of a complete s imply connected 
min ima l surface M is inf ini te, then the Guass map should take on every 
value inf in i te ly oft en,except perhaps for six values. This result is not quite 
satisfied in that i t has to assume M is simply connected. This assump-
t ion is necessary for the proof in that i f we have proved the result for M , 
the universal covering of M , i t doesn't imp ly that the result is val id for M 
since M may cover M inf ini tely many often.Besides, f ini te to ta l curvature 
of M doesn't imply M is also of finite to ta l curvature by the same reason. 
Furthermore, the exceptional six values is expected to be improved after 
the result of Fuj imoto [Fu 1]. I n section 3.2, we w i l l prove that the ex-
ceptional values can be reduced to four w i thou t the assumption of s imply 
connectedness of M . 
Recall that the idea of the proof of Xavier，s result main ly lies in the 
contradict ion of the finiteness of the integral 
/ m ^ ' (3.1) 
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where 
= h= (3.2) 
PYlUiQ-diY 
where a‘ are the omit ted values of g. In the proof,we have used Yau's 
theorem (2.1.1) to show that 
/ u^ = oo 
JM 
On the other hand, by estimating a dominating integral of (3.1) using a 
result for normal families, we can show that (3.1) is indeed finite. This 
contradiction shows that g cannot omit more than 6 points, one of them 
being assumed to be oo. 
Earp and Rosenberg follows the same line of argument to prove the 
following extension. 
T h e o r e m 3 .1 .1 Let M be a complete minimal surface in D?^  which is sim-
ply connected and not a plane. Then either g assumes every value in-
finitely often, with the possible exception of six values, or M is of finite 
total curvature,conformally equivalent to C, and g omits at most one value 
Ea & Ro]. 
Since M is simply connected, by Koebe's uniformization theorem [Ah], 
M is conformally equivalent to C or D. I f M is conformally equivalent to C, 
there are two possibilities by considering the nature of singularity oo of g. I f 
oo is an essential singularity of g, then g takes on every value infinitely often 
w i th the possible exception of two by Great Picard Theorem [Ma Vol I I I • 
I f oo is a removable singularity,then g takes on every value (except perhaps 
the one value S'(oo)) the same finite number N of times and the tota l curva-
ture of M is c (M) 二 ATTN. Hence，it suffixes to consider M = D, the uni t 
disk, in order to prove Theorem 3.1.1. Let the metric on M is given by 





wi th f analytic and g meromorphic. Furthermore, the zeros of f occur when 
i t is a pole of g [Theorem 1.2.4 
Suppose g does not take on every value infintely often, w i t h the possible 
exception of seven. Let a!,...，ay be such points and 07 = oo by a rotat ion 
of M . As each of these points has a finite number of preimages in M,we can 
find an annular end A G D, 
A = { r < 间 < 1} with 0 < r < 1 
such that 
C C\ {a i，...，a6} 
After the above discussion, Thoerem 3.1.1 can be reduced to proving 
(*) Let M 二 be a complete minimal surface in and g its Gauss 
map. Let A be an annular end of M . Then g can omit at most six points 
of C in A. 
The proof of (*) is by contradict ion. We assume g is holomorphic on A 
and omits ai,...，a^ on A.Consider the function on A 
'⑷ =舰 : l l “ ) a (3.3) 
where q and a wi l l be chosen later. The zero of f are precisely the poles of 
g and so h is holomorphic in A. 
The proof is divided into two steps. In the first step, we wi l l use gen-
eralized Yau's theorem(apply to u = \h\ on M\K for some conpact set K.) 
that 
/ = 00 for all p > 0 
J A 
On the other hand, in step (2)，by using estimate for normal family, we 
wi l l show that the integral is actually finite. 
Step (1) : We wi l l extend g to the unit disk D. 
Let Di be a closed disk in the interior of D2 = D\A such that g has 
no pole in B = D2\Int{Di) and g' has no zero in B.Since there sets are 
discrete, i t is easy to choose A and D i to satisfy this. In part icular, h is 
defined and non-zero in B. 
Let A and jj. be smooth non-negative functions satisfying 
A = 1 = 0 on A (3.4) 
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and 
入=0 ，/X = 1 on Di (3.5) 
Furthermore, X\h\ + M is bounded below by a str ict ly positive constant on 
B. 
Define the function 
{7 ( A h + a) on Do , 
。 “ （3.6) 
We wish to choose 7 so that f i satisfies the hypothesis of Yau's theorem. 
First , we let 7 be 1 in a small neighborhood of A and 7 positive on D. Then 
u is smooth where h is non-zero (technically choose A = 1 and / i =： o in a 
small neighorhood of A). 
To apply Yau's theorem, we need A log w is bounded below by a con-
stant. Since 
A log w 二 3.7 
u u: ^ ’ 
Choose 7 str ict ly positive on D i , as by (3.6) 
u — 7 ( A | / i | + ij) on D2 
and 
A | / i | + / i > 0 on B ( 3 . 8 ) 
Therefore 
^ > A：! for ki>0 on B (3.9) 
And on D i which is compact 
u = 7 
hence 
^ > for k2>0 (3.10) 
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Also, as u is smooth and D2 is a compact set, together w i th (3.7), 
(3.8),(3.9) and (3.10),we conclude that A logu is bounded below by a con-
stant on £>2. But on A, as h is holomorphic, A log w = 0 where h + 0.Hence 
F = A log u is bounded below by a constant where /i 0. 
Now i t remains to choose 7 so that fj^F > 0 . C h o o s e 7 so that 
Id2 a log 7 ^ O.Then we can make A log 7 as large as we want by re-
placing 7 by 1®’ a is real. Then 
I d F = I D / 二 L A log ” U A + " ) (3.11) 
As D2 is compact, A|/i| + f i is smooth, the second integral is finite. So we 
can make /乃 > 0 by a suitable choice of a.By Yau's theorem, we conclude 
that 
J^u^ 00 for all p> 0 (3.12) 
Since 
卜 ( 3 : 1 3 ) 
and 
I u^ <00 (3.14) 
J D2 
we conclude 
/ = 0 0 for all p> 0 ( 3 . 1 5 ) 
J A 
and this completes the proof of step (1). • 
Step (2):Use another estimate to prove 
+ (3.16) 
“ “n；^! \g[z) - y � ) 
for some a and p, where 0 < p < 1 and A: > 6. 
Note the equality follows as the volume form on D is given by 
• m 
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here we have chosen q in (3.3) such that pq = 2. 
First, we get a majorant for the integrand 
I 綱 p ( i + l 咖 l y nU I 咖 -
and then to show that the majorant has a finite integral on A. 
L e m m a 3.1.2 [Ea Sz Ro] Assume kpa = 5, pa < 1, a < 1 and 
p(2 — a) < l.Then there are constants Cj such that 
… 二 ( 1 " ( “ | 4 丨 【 ; ) 1 . | 2 ’ (3.17) 
Proof Let Tj{z) 二 ⑷ — a y | and 
B j = {z e A : lg(z) _ 2 e < 1} 
where e is chosen so that the Dj are pairwise disjoint for I < j < k . -
On each D j , we have g bounded, so there is a constant Cj such that for 
co'P A ^  y 0 < 
now if a < l，then on D j , we have 
丄 < 2 
T � — T � + T f - a 
Hence (3.17) is satisfied on V = Uy=i Dj 
Now consider (j) on A\V. On the set where e < Ty < 1, we have and 
r ‘+ bounded, so there is a constant c such that 
c\g'\P 
小 < for a<l 
by the same reasoning as above, we establish (3.17). 
On the set in .4\Fwhere 1 < T, < A;,for some k, we have g bounded and 
Ti — (27 + 
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for some constant c，c'. So (3.17) follows on this set. 
I f there is a constant M > 1 such that 
Ti > M for each i 
Since … , T k differ by bounded numbers that depend only on ai,...，a^t 
then 
1 c 
Y^k T � < -；^ for each j，for some c > 0 
Hence 
— y rj^kpa 
二 c + aiTj + aiTf + a巧 + a^T^) -
C g rpkpa. 
for some positive real numbers a�,. ••，CI4 
, g ' p 
一 T^ 
< (y? + for some constants c\ c" 
where the last inequality holds because pa < 1, p{2 - a) < 1 and a < 1. 
Therefore,we have completed the proof of (3.17) • 
Now we come back to the proof of (3.16),using Xavier's idea of employ-
ing normal families to estimate the integral. 
L e m m a 3.1.3 [Ea Ro] Let g : Q ~ C be a holomorphic map on a 
domain H C C,such that g omits two values 0 and a ^ 0. Let Sx : D > H 
a family of conformal maps indexed by XeT. There is a constant c > 0 
such that for z 二 5a (0) 
丨綱 c 
1 + 1刺2 ^ (3.18) 
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香 港 中 文 大 阅 贪 你 敌 t “ 
and 
(J 丨(之） cJc 
斷 丨 二 _ 一 么 _ 
and a = 1 — i k 
Proof For k 6 Z, the fami ly g(j)x : D C is a normal family.Hence by 
theorem 2.1.7 
\{9s,y{0)\ < 
I + I 0民 ( 0 ) | 2 -
To obtain the second inequal i ty just apply the above to the fami ly {gSx)去 
• 
To prove step (2),we w i l l apply Lemma 3.1.3 to H = ^ where 
A = {e一冗 < H < 1} C 
and the fami ly of conformal covering maps 
Sx'.D ~^ A 
I 
given by 、 
S,{z) = e^M^) 
where 
A| = 1, (i = e-“。sa for ae A and Sx{0) = a : 
Direct calculation to get 
I 劣(0)1 = 
d 一 
Notice that 亡“。®…。does not depend on which branch of log a we choose. 
Let t 二 log |ap, then 
d 
1 — - 二 1 - cosi — z - s i n亡= v 2 - 2cos^ 
a 
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I n a neigborhood of dA (i.e. t = 0)，we have 
乂 \/2 - 2 cos t ^ 
ci < y= < C2 for some constant ci, C2 
vt^ 
hence 
“ A |a|p(_l0g|a|)p 办办 
as log \a\ < 0 in A 
< C2 [ ^dxdy 
J A a 2(— log a\)p 
f i rdr 
=C3 / 
Jc log r ) p 
=-C3(-logr)i-1 
so that 
L 1 6 ^ / ( 0 ) 丨办办 � � for p<l (3.20) 、 
I 
Therefore, combining (3.17),(3.19) and (3.20) we conclude (3.16). That is 
/ (j)dxdy < 00 
J A 
provided kpa = 5, pa < 1, a < 1 and (2 - a)p < 1. This can be so by 
taking A; = 6, p = 转 ’ a == This completes the proof of step (2) and 
hence (*) • 
3.2 An extension of Fujimoto's Theorem 
In this section, we w i l l put the connection between tota l curvature and the 
Guass map of complete min imal surfaces in and in a f inal form. The 
in i t ia l results were obtained by Osserman [Os 4,5] in 1963,among which is 
the following: 
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(*) The image under the Gauss map for a non-flat complete minimal 
surface of finite total curvature cannot omit more than 3 values. 
R.Osserman and Xiaokang Mo[Os Sz Mo] combine the methods used 
there w i th recent ideas of Fujimoto[Fu 1] and intermediate results of Hoff-
man and Osserman[Ho Sz Os 1] obtain the following results: 
T h e o r e m 3 .2 .1 [Os Mo] Let S be a complete minimal surface in If 
the Gauss map g takes on 5 distinct values only a finite number of times, 
then S has finite total curvature. 
Theorem 3.2.1 combines w i th (*) to give the following: 
T h e o r e m 3.2.2 If the Guass map of a complete minimal surface in 
omits 4 points，then it must cover every other point infinitely often,unless 
the surface is a plane. 
Remark: A good example of the behavior described in the theorem is 
Scherk's surface ,whose image under the Guass map is the universal cover-
ing surface of the sphere minus four points.[Os 6 . 
Proof of theorem 8.2.1 By a rotat ion of the surface in 况3 we may as-
sume that one of the five distinguished points is (0,0,1). As there are 4 
distinct points which have finite preimages on S’we may assume that g is 
analytic and omits certain values ai,a2,a3,a4 outside a compact set D in 
S. 
Let S' = {pe S\D :g' at p} 
Note that the value of g'{z) depends on the choice of local parameter z,but 
its vanishing does not. On S', we define a new metric 
where 
2 
0 < 4c' < c < 1 and p = < 1 (3.22) 
3 — c 
Note (3.21) 
is independent of both the choice of local parameter z and 
the indeterminacy arising f rom fractional exponents. Since f and g are both 
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analytic, the metric ds^ is f lat,and i t can be smoothly extended over D. We 
thus obtain a metric on 
S" = S'\JD 
that is flat outside the compact set D. The key to our proof is showing that 
S" is complete in that metric. We proceed by contradict ion in the fol lowing 
steps: 
Step (1): Assuming S" is not complete, there is a divergent curve 7 ⑷ 
on S" w i t h finite length such that ^{t) tends to the boundary of S. 
Proof Let )(《）be a divergent curve w i t h finite length. By removing 
an in i t ia l segment，if necessary, we may assume that there is a positive 
distance d between that curve 7 and the compact set D. Thus 
7 ： [ 0 , 1 ) — > 5 ' . 
As 7 is divergent on S" w i t h finite length ,from the point of view of S,either 
tends to a point where = 0 or 7(亡)tends to the boundary of S as 
t 1. But i f g'[zQ) = 0，then 
g'[z)�—卻)w for m > 1 
By (3.22) 
P = 2 
1-p 1 — c 
hence by (3.21) 
d云 > -\dz 




which contradicts the finite length of 7. 
Step (2): We are now going to adapt Fujimoto's argument to show that 
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there exists a divergent curve on S of finite length in the or ig inal metr ic 
ds^ on S by pul l ing back the Gauss map to a disk. 
Proof By step (1)，we conclude 7 ⑷ tends to the boundary of s when 
^ 1. We may choose t。such that 
广1 d 
L ' ' < 3 (3.23) 
Consider a small disk A w i t h centre at 7(^0).Since dP is flat, A is isometric 
to an ordinary disk in the plane. Let G be an isometry of < 77 onto A 
w i t h G(0) 二 7(右0).Extend G,as a local isometry into S', to the largest disk 
possible, say |i/;| < R (note that G may be viewed s imply as the exponential 
map to S" at 7(^0)). I n view of (3.23),and the fact that 7 is a divergent 
curve on S, we have R < Hence the image under G must be bounded 
away f rom D by a distance of at least y . T h u s , the reason that the map 
G cannot be extended to a larger disk must be that the image goes to the 
boundary of 5〃.By step (1), the zeros of g' have been shown to be inf ini tely 
far away in the metr ic , the image must actual ly go to the boundary of 
S. More specifically,there must be a point i^o w i t h |iyo| = i?,such tha t the 
image under G of the line segment f rom 0 to w。is a divergent curve r on 
S. We are going to show that T has f inite length in the or iginal metr ic ds^ 
on S,contradict ing the completeness of the original surface. 
Let h^ goG he the Gauss map pul led back to the disk < R. Since 
g omits the value a i，...，a5 = 00 on S' and since the image under G of 
< ^ lies in S", h must omi t the same values, We are thus in exactly the 
s i tuat ion covered by lemma 2.3.1. 
Since G is a local isometry，we have 
ds" = \dw\^ (3.24) 
As d p is independent of the choice of conformal parameter, we may use w 
as the local parameter. Comparing (3.21) and (3.24), we get 
/ ( … 刚 - a 广 ? ) _ 
or 
/ M l = n4 (u( \ ^ (3.25) 
r i j - i i / i H -a；)^-^ 、 乂 68 
We now denote by C the line f rom 0 to WQ, and by T, the image of C 
on S.Then the length L of F is given by 
2L = l^\f{w)\{l-^\h{w)\^)\dw\ 
= r {l^\h{w)\')\h'{w)\p 
_ Jc nu -
二 f + 罕|/i 'H广 
- Jc n ; = i | + ) - a , . ” ' -
2 
as p = 
3 —c 
P / 2R \ P 
— by lemma 2.3.1 
J C Y XL — 11) J 
一 {2BY dt 
=RP-^ Jo (1 — 
Since p < 1,L is finite. -
Thus step (1) and (2) implies that S" is complete. In step (3)，we wi l l 
employ mainly the methods used by Osserman in early sixties [Os 4,5 . 
Step (3): g can be extended to a meromorphic function on a compact 
Riemann surface w i th a finite number of points removed. 
尸roo/ Since the metric on S" is flat outside the compact set D has 
finite total curvature. By theorem 13 of Ruber's paper [HuJ, S" is finitely 
connected. We conclude first that g' can have only a finite number of ze-
ros，and second,that the original surface S is finitely connected. Further,by 
Os 4], theorem 2.1 (or the argument in [Os 5],p.354) each annular end of 
S", hence of S , is conformally equivalent to a punctured disk. Thus, the 
Riemann surface M on whichS is based must be conformally equivalent to 
a compact Riemann surface M w i th a finite number of points removed. In 
a neigbourhood of each of those points g is analytic and omit four values. 
By Great Picard's Theorem, g cannot have an essential singularity , but 
〒 s t have at most a pole. Tims g extends to a meromorphic function on 
M. This means that g maps M onto a compact branched covering surface 
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of the uni t sphere. I f that covering surface has m sheets, then 
J I s 似 d = -47rm 
Since the total curvature of S is just the negative of the area of the image 
of S under the Gauss map,counting multipl icit ies. This proves the theorem 
3.2.1. • 
Using the idea of Fujimoto's theorem for minimal surfaces in 况彳，Osser-
man and Mo proved a theorem relating total curvature and Gauss map of 
minimal surfaces in 况‘ 
Theorem 3.2.3 [Os k Mo] Let S be a complete minimal surface in 况4. 
Suppose that for each of the components Qk of the Gauss map, there are 4 
distinct points covered at most a finite number of times, and for one of the 
9k there is a fifth point covered at most a finite number of times. Thus S 
has finite total curvature. . 
Proof The argument is analogus to that used in theorem 3.2.1. Our 
goal is to show that each of the g^ extends to a meromorphic funct ion 
on a compact Riemann surface.The conclusion then follows by Blaschke's 
theorem [Bl or Ho k Os 2] which states that the total curvature of the 
surface is the negative of the sum of the area of the images on Si, and 
counting multipl icit ies. 
To begin , we let S be given by a conformal immersion 
X :M ^ 
where M is a Riemann surface. By hypothesis,outside a compact set D 
on M, one of the gk,say omits five points ,while the other one, omits 
four points. By a rotat ion in can assume that the omit ted points 
include gi = oo and 仍=oo.Let gi omit in addit ion a i , . . . ,04 and g�omit 
61，…，63 • 
Assume first that neither gi nor g�is constant. Then the zeros of g[ and 
g2 are isolated. Let 
S' = {pe S\D : + 0，g\ at p} (3.26) 
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On S',we define a new metric 
说 二 / ⑷ NU^ijz) — cypd-c') n L i ( 分 2 ⑷ — ^ 2 
where f , gi,g2 are given by Weierstrass representation (1.34) in local con-
formal parameter z’c and c' are chosen to satisfy 
0 < 4c' < c < 1 (3.27) 
and 
^ A < 1 (3.28) 
and 
P 二 丄 ’ g = 丄 ’ r = p + q (3.29) 
As before ,we can verify that this metric is independent of the parameter 
z, and is flat. The proof now runs exactly parallel to the proof of theorem 
3.2.1. We find a local isometry G of a disk < R into S' w i th the metric 
so that 
ds^ = \dw\^ 
By (3.26) 
" 卜 U U i ^ d w ) - n L i ( " 2 M - 丨) (3.30) 
where hk(w) = gk(G(w)). By applying lemma 2.3.1 to hi(w} and k2(w) 
respectively ,we get 
� “ ( 2R \ … 
n . ' . i Mw) — ayl(i-c') - j ( 3 .叫 
and 
<. i 2R \ ,。。。、 
n L i l W “ , | ( i - c ' ) - 块 j (3.32) 
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I f C is a line segment f rom o to w;。，with |if;o| = i^,then the length L of 
the image F of C in the original metric on the surface is given according to 
(1.37) by 
2L f I 
J c 
= f (1 + \ h i { w ) \ ' ) ' r h [ { w ) ‘ (1 + ‘ 
Jc n L i 1 "2(切) -M i - c ' 
^ 对 (3.33) 
< oo as r <1 (3.34) 
To sum up, as Theorem 3.2.1 do,5" = S" U i：^  is complete. By repeating the 
argument to show that M is comformally a compact surface M , w i t h a finite 
number of points removed, a n d _ ^ Picard's theorem, both gi and g] extend 
to meropmorphic functions on M . Hence S has finite total curvature. 
We now consider the case where gi is constant. Then,if 仍 takes on the 
values . . . ,64 = 00 only a finite number of times, we may repeat the 
argument, using the metric 
where again 
0 < 4c' < c < 1, q = — ^ ― < 1 
2 — c 
and we insert hi = const ant,d^ivd (3.32) in the second line of (3.33). The 
remainder of the proof is the same. • 
Recall a well-known result about the omit ted set for complete minimal 
surfaces of finite total curvature. 
T h e o r e m 3.2.4 [Ho k Os 1] Let S be a complete minimal sufrace in 况4 
碗h finite total curvature • If both gi and 仍 omit 4 points,or if one of them 
is constant and the other omits 3 points，then S is a plane. 
The above theorem together w i th theorem 3.2.3 gives the followiing 
opt imal result: 
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T h e o r e m 3.2.5 Let S be a complete minimal surface in not a plane. If 
the two components of the Gauss map gi and g》，both omit 4 points, then they 
must both take every other value finitely often. If one of them is constant 
cind the other omits 3 points,then it must take on every other value infinitely 
often. 
We show by example that both parts of this theorem are the best possible. 
E x a m p l e 3.2.6 [Os Mo] Let 




b i ’ 仍，仍，<P4) = - ( 1 十 9192 — 9192)^91 - 92, -i{gi + ^2)) (3.35) 
and 
Xk = Re{j <Pk{z)dz} for k = 1,2,3,4 (3.36) 
defines a minimal immersion 
X :M ~^况4 
切here M is the universal covering surface of the plane with the points 
removed Further more J, gi,g2 may be recovered from the (pk by 
equation (1.34), so that 分 1,^2 are precisely the components of the Gauss 
•P for this surface. Using the expression (1.37) for the metric on the sur-
/ace，it is easy to verify that all divergent curves have infinite length. Hence 
ii “ complete surface, and both gi and g] omit the points ai，•. •，a* 二 00. 
E x a m p l e 3.2.7 [Os k Mo] Let 
fi^) = n2 (I N r 仍 ( 之 ) 三 0 ’ 二 2 
llyzzil 么—(^ j) 
Then again using the representation (3.34) and (3.85), we obtain a complete 
minimal surface for which gi is constant and 仍 omits 8 points. 
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To sum up,we are now in a position to give essentially definitive results 
for the relations between the Guass map and total curvature of surfaces in 
况3 and况4. 
T h e o r e m 3.2.8 Let S be a complete minimal surface in 况3 and g its Gauss 
map. Then 
1' The total curvature of S is zero 分 g is constant 铃 S is a plane. 
2. The total curvature S is finite but not zero O f fs kdA — —47rm for 
some positive integer m ^ g is a non-constant meromorphic function 
on a compact surface with a finite number of points removed g takes 
on every value precisely m times with a finite number of exceptions 
and omits at most 3 values altogether. 
The total curvature is infinite ^ g takes on every value infinitely 
often with at most 4 exceptions. 
Remark: The only remaining question in this theorem is whether 3 is 
the best possible number for the omitted points in the finite total curvature 
case. The example of the catenoid shows that 2 points can be omitted,so 
that the correct value is 2 or 3. 
T h e o r e m 3.2.9 Let S be a complete minimal surface in 况4 and let gi,g2 
be the components of its Gauss map. Then 
1' The total curvature of S is zero ^ gi and 仍 are both constant 分 S 
is a plane. 
The total curvature is finite but not zero J Js kdA = —27rm for 
some positive integer m 分 each Qk is a meromorphic function of order 
mjfc on a compact surface with a finite number of points removed, with 
m = mi + m2 分 each gk takes on every value rrik times with a finite 
number of exceptions, with m = mi + m2,and either: one of the gk 
i.s constant and the other omits at most 2 values or : neither g^ is 
constant and one of them omits at most 3 values. 
The total curvature of S is infinite O- either QI or 分2 takes on every 
value infinitely often with at most 4 exceptions. 
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Part II 
On geometry of complete 
minimal surfaces with finite 
Morse index in 3-manifold of 
non-negative scalar curvature 
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Chapter 4 
The structure of complete 
stable minimal surfaces in 
3-manifolds of non-negative 
scalar curvature 
4.1 Preliminary results on Ai of the operator 
A - g 
Since stabi l i ty of a complete minimal surface in a 3-manifold is analyti-
cally equivalent to the posit ivi ty of the first eigenvalue for the operator 
A + Ric{u) + |A|2，we wi l l first study the property of the first eigenvalue 
of the general operator A - ^ on M . Here ( M , ds^) is an n-dimensional 
complete non-compact Riemannian manifold and q be a smooth function 
on M . In terms of local coordinates ( x i , . . . the metric, Laplacian and 
gradient can be represented as 
二 X ] 仏声 i � dxj 
l<ij<n 
V / = E 冷 A 
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where g = det (仏y) and 仏y satisfies the relation 
3 = 1 
Since A — ^ is a compact operator, the eigenvalues are countable 
Gi Tr] on bounded domain D. Given any bounded domain D c M , we 
let Ai(Z)) < A2(Z)) < 入3(例 < • • • be the sequence of eignevalues of A — ^  
acting on functions vanishing on dD. The usual variational characterization 
Co h Hi] gives 
A i ( _ D ) = i n f {人[I V / r + q f ] dv : supp f C D, J^ fdv = l | ( 4 . 1 ) 
where | • / | is the norm of gradient of f w i t h respect to ds\d/u denotes the 
volume element of M.By (4.1) and the unique continuation property [Ar 
for solution of A - g + Ai, we have 
L e m m a 4 .1 .1 If D,D'—are connected domains on M with D C D', then 
Alp) > If D'\D + 小，then > X,{D'), 
T h e o r e m 4.1.2 The following conditions are equivalent: [Fi-Co & Sch 
1' Ai(£)) > 0 for every hounded domain D C M. 
Ai(jD) > 0 for every bounded domain D C M. 
there exists a positive solution g satisfying the equation ^g — qg — 0 
on M. 
Proo/ (1) =>• (2) Since M is non-compact, for any bounded domain 
D C M and any point XQ e M , we can choose R large enough so that the 
ball 
BR{XO) = {xe M : dist{x,xo) < R} 
satisfies 
BR[XO)\D (T> 
By lemma 4.1.1 and (1) we get \i[D) > 0. 
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(2) (3) F ix a point XQ G M . For each J? > 0, we consider the ho-
mogeneous equation 
A u — qu = 0 on BR{XO) 
u = 0 on dBR{xo) (4.2) 
We claim there is no non-zero solution to (4.2). I f there exists non-zero 
solution u to (4.2),then mul t ip ly (4.2) by -u to get 
-uAu I-qu^ = 0 on BR{XQ) (4 .3) 
Integrate (4.3) over BR[XQ) and using Divergence Theorem [Sp Vol I I I ] we 
get 
0 = / ( - u A u + qu^)dv = [ (| • + qu^)dv 
JBnixo) JBnixo) ， 
by (4.1) we get Ai(5i2(Xo)) = 0 which contradicts to (2). Since (4.2) 
has no non-zero solution, by Fredholm alternative [Gi & Tr Theorem 6.15 
p.102] implies the existence of a unique solution v on BR{XO) of the non-
homogneous equation . 
Av - qv 二 q on BR[XQ) 
V = 0 on dBR{xo) (4.4) 
I t follows that ly = f + 1 is the unique solution of 
Aiy - qw = 0 on 丑^ (^工。) 
w = I on dBR{xQ) (4.5) 
We are going to prove ti；〉0 on BR{XQ). But by strong maximum principle 
Gi Tr p.33-34] , i t suffixes to prove 
ty > 0 on BRIXQ) 
We proceed by contradiction. Let 
N = {X G BR{XQ) : W{x) <0}^(T> 
As n C BR{XO) is a bounded domain, we have ,by lemma 4.1, A i (n ) > 0. 
Now w satisfies 
Aw - qw = 0 on Q (4,6) 
ti； = 0 on dQ by continuity 
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Then we have u；三 0，same reasoning as the claim of non-existence of non-
zero solution to (4.2), we obtain a contradiction. Hence W > 0 on BR[XO). 
Now, we set 
ffR�=for xeM 
Clearly QR satisfies 
— 衡 = 0 on BR{XO) 
9R{XO) = 1 , gR>0 on BR(XQ) (4 .7) 
Since the Laplacian operator depends on 仏•】• of the manifold M.By Harnack 
inequality [Gi Sz Tr Theorem 8.20 p.189] we have 
s u p QR < c i n f QR for anya such that B^aUo) C BR(XO) 
Ba{xo) Ba{xo} 
< cgR{xo) 
= c (4.8) 
where c is a constant depending only on M,a and ^.Therefore 
gR<c on Ba{xQ) for all Ac < R (4.9) 
By standard elliptic theory [Gi k Tr Theorem 6.2 p.85 
QR\2,a-Ba[xo) ^ MQRWB^XO) (4.10) 
for some constant A = A(n, a, M).Since c is independent of R, we have g^ 
and all its derivatives up to second order are uniformly bounded on compact 
subsets of M.Besides, the second order derivatives are Holder continuous 
w i th exponent a. Therefore, QR and its derivatives up to second order are 
equicontinuous. By Azela Ascoli's Theorem [Ru], there exists a subsequence 
9Ri along w i th its derivatives converge uniformly on compact subsets of M 
to a function g satisfying 
A^ - qg = 0 on M 
= 1 (4.11) 
g > 0 on M 
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As g is not identically zero,by strong maximum principle, we have g > 0. 
(3) (1) I f there exists > 0 satisfying 
么g - qg = 0 on M (4.12) 
Define 
w = log g 
Direct calculation gives 
A 切 = 〜 — 顾 
Q 
By (4.12) 
Aiy = I vt/；!。 (4.13) 
Let f be any function w i th compact support on M , mul t ip ly (4.13) by to 
get 
一 IM q f � ” + 丨 • 切 = - fAwdv (4.14) 
Again by Divergence Theorem, we have 
- I <lfdv + I = 2 [ f < V / , V^^ > dv (4.15) 
JM JM JM ) 
Apply ing Schwartz inequality and arithmetic-geometric mean inequality to 
the integrand in the right hand side of (4.15), we have 
2 | / | | < > I < 2 | / | | V /II < f\ V ^ r + I V /|2 (4.16) 
Put t ing (4.16) into (4.15) and cancelling the terms J^ P\ V we get 
- [ q P d v < [ Ivfl'dv 
JM JM 
i.e. 
[{\Vf\' + qf)dv>0 
J M 
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Indeed, the above argument holds for any bounded domain and f is any 
funct ion w i th support in D ,therefore 
By (4.1) we have Xi{D) > O.This complete the proof of Theorem 4.1.2. • 
Note that the last part of the proof actually yields the following corollary 
which is useful in section 4.3. 
C o r o l l a r y 4.1.3 If D 
C M ts any bounded domain，and if there is a func-
tion g >0 in D satisfying l^g — qg 二 0，then Xi{D) > 0 
Remark: Theorem 4.1.2 is well-known if M is and was proven by ： 
Glazman [GI p.159].The proof of theorem 4.1.2 is just an easy generalization 
of the 况n proof. 
4.2 Some results on the operator A — ak for 
conformal metrics on the disk 
In the section, we wi l l study the operator A - ak for conformal metrics on 
the disk, where k is the Gauss curvature function and a is a constant. The 
operator is important in that i t is int imately connected w i th the stabil i ty 、 
of minimal surfaces, the case a = 2 for surfaces in 况3, and the case a = 1 
for surfaces in scalar flat 3-mainfolds. 
In what follows, let M be the uni t disk in the complex plane endowed 
w i th the complete metric 
where z = x + ty is the local coordinate. Let k denote the Guassian cur-
vature of M and A the metric Laplacian. In terms of local coordinate, we 
have 
(ffv) = 二) / o r 1 < z , j < 2 
= ? ) / o r 1 < t \ j < 2 (4.17) 
ff = det(仏y) 二 fj} 
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and direct calculation wi l l give, for any function f 
A / = + (4.18) 
| V / | 2 = +八2) (4.19) 
Therefore, the Laplacian and gradient taken w i th respect to this metric 
differs f rom the Euclidean one by a factor and k is given by 
- 1 
k = — A l o g / i (4.20) 
JL 
T h e o r e m 4 .2 .1 [Fi-Co h Sch] Assume M be the unit disk endowed with 
a complete metric ds^. For a > 1, there is no positive solution g of the 
equation 
Ag — akg = 0 on M 
Proof Note that i t is sifficient to prove the theorem for a = 1.Since for 
any function f w i th compact support on M and any a > 1, we have -
/ > [ ( ! | v / | 2 + A:/2)办 
JM JM a 
二 - [ {\V f\^ + akf)dv 
D J M 
By (4.1) 
(別 > -TI{D) 
CL 
for every bounded domain on M. Here Ai, A^ are the first eigencvalues of 
operator A-k and X-ak respectively. As the uni t disk M is non-compact 
,we may use theorem 4.1.2 to conclude the existence of a positive solution 
of A - aA: for a > 1 implies the existence of a positive solution for A - k . 
Now, we come to prove the theorem for a : 1.Define 
h — /x^ 
By (4.20), clearly 







Ah = kh + (4.22) 
Let C M be a bounded domain. Since h ^ 0 everywhere, we consider 
《h instead of h. Here ^ is a smooth function on M w i th compact support 
in D，the norm of its gradient is to be controlled. Consider 
/ 二 _ _ ^ _ _ 
UMWdv)h 
SO that 
f fdv = 1 
JM 
By (4.1),We have 
i.e. 
A i ( i^ ) l j � h Y d ” < l j \ V 洲2 + k{^k)']dv (4.23) 
consider right hand side of (4.23) using Divergence Theorem 
J M 
二 — 2《h < VC, > —C^hAh + k(chy]dv (4.24) 
combining (4.22),(4.23) and (4.24) and a slight rearrangement, we have 
A 刺 [ < [[(-⑷)/i2-i< • ； 办 
JM JM 2 
- [ | V / l | 2 阳 
JM 
Again by Divergence Theorem, we get 
H D ) f j ^ d i ; < f j V ^ I 'h 'dv - I j V h \ \ ' d v (4.25) 
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now we define the smooth function ( ( r ) for r G where r measures the 
metric distance f rom 0， 
二 1 for ^ < ^ 
C(r) = 0 for r>R 
^ > 0 for all r (4.26) 
, 3 
C < ^ for all r 
where R is any positive number. Note that ( ( r ) defines a Lipschitz function 
on M w i th support in ^/^(O). By gradient control in (4.26) and the fact 
dv — fidxdy 
We have 
[ I < ^ / dxdy 
JM B? JM 
Qtt “ 
= ^ (4.27) 
put t ing (4.27) into (4.25) and setting D 二 Bi2(0)，we have 
M M O ) ) h \ Y d v (4.28) 
I t is well-known that the disk w i th Euclidean metric is not complete. I f 
M is a constant , then ds^ = ij,{z)\dz\^ cannot complete on the disk.Therefore 
is not identically zero on M.Thus, by choosing R sufficiently large in 
(4.28), we conclude that A ! (制 0 ) ) < O.By theorem 4.1.2, this implies that 
there is no positive solution of A — /: on M. • 
C o r o l l a r y 4.2.2 [Fi-Co & Sch] Let ds^ = "(^Ojc^zp be a complete metric 
on the disk. There exists a number a。depending on ds^ satisfying 0 < ao < 
1 so that for a < ao, there is a positive solution of A - a,and for a � a � 
there is no positive solution. 
Proof Define 
S — {a: there is a g > 0 satisfying Ag — akg — 0} 
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From theorem 4.2.1 and the remarks at the beginning of its proof, i t follows 
that there is an ao satisfying 0 < ao < 1 so that 
S = (—oo, ao) or S = (—00’ a。 
The corollary w i l l follow if we can show that S is closed. To see this, suppose 
{an} is a sequence in S such that 
l im an = ao 
n—*<x) 
Let gVi〉0 is a solution of 
Afi'n — ojcgn 二 0 
normalized so that 
ffn(O) = 1 
By Harnack inequality and elliptic estimates as in the proof of Theorem 
4.1.2, we conclude that all derivatives of g^ up to second order are bounded 
uniformly on compact subsets of M . Thus g^ and its derivatives up to 
second order are equicontinuous. By Azela Ascoli's Theorem, there exists 
subsequence of g^ along w i th its derivatives converge uniformly on compact 
subsets of M to a function g satisfying 
— aokg = 0 
g(0) = 1 and g >0 on M 
Since g is not identically zero,we have 众 > 0 by strong maximum principle. 
Hence 
S = ( -00, ao 
But by theorem 4.2.1, 1 E S. Therefore the result follows. • 
Remark: For the Poincare metric on the disk，we have k 三一1. In this 
case,the operator is A + a and it can be shown [Ho] that the value of a。in 
corollary 4.2.2 is However, for the metrics of variable curvature, we do 
not know the possible values of ao which can occur. 
The next result is an extension of theorem 4.2.1 which wi l l be used 
later in our study of stable minimal surfaces when the smooth function P 
is replaced by 5 + where S is the scalar curvature of the surface. 
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C o r o l l a r y 4.2.3 Let ds^ 二 ij,[z)\dz\^ be a complete metric on the disk. If 
a > 1 and P is non-negative function, then there is no positive solution g 
of Ag — akg Pg = 0 on M. 
Proof This follows directly f rom theorem 4.1.2, theorem 4.2.1 and (4.1). 
• 
4.3 Classification Theorem 
In this section, we wi l l prove a classification theorem for complete stable 
minimal surfaces in 3-manifold of non-negative scalar curvature [Fi-Co Sz 
Sch]. For the case when the 3-manifolds is the flat we prove as a 
corollary of our classification theorem that any complete stable minimal 
surface M is a plane. The earliest result of this type was due to S.Bernstein 
Be] who proved this in the case that M is the graph of a function (stabil i ty is 
automatic in this case).Bernstein theorem was generalized by R.Osserman 
Os 1] who showed that the statement is true provided the image of- the 
Guass map of M omits an open set on the sphere.Later Xavier [Xa] proved 
that the Gauss map of M cannot omit more than 6 points unless i t is a 
plane. And the opt imal result is obtained by Fujimoto [Fu 1] who proved 
that the omit ted points cannot be more than 4 point. The relationship 
of the stable regions on M to the area of their Guassian image has been 
studied by Barbosa and do Carmo [Ba & Ca]. We wi l l reprove one of their 
results using corollary 4.1.3. The methods of Schoen-Simon-Yau [Sch-Si-
Yau] give a proof of this result provided the area growth of a geodesic ball 
of radius r in M is not larger than r®. A distinct feature of our theorem is 
that i t does not assume that M is of finite topological type,or that the area 
growth of M is suitably small. 
Before stating the main theorem, we first define stabil i ty of minimal 
surfaces and give some preliminary obersevations. 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 .3 .1 Let N be a complete oriented three-dimensional Rieman-
nian manifold. Let M be a two-dimensional complete oriented submanifold 
minimally immersed in N, We call M is stable if the second variation of the 
area is non-negative on any compact subset of M. 
Now we are going to express the stabil ity condition in analytical terms. 
Let Ci, 6 2，b e a positively oriented orthonormal frame adapted to M w i th 
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ei，62 tangential and 63 the globally defined uni t normal. The second fun-
damental form of M is the symmetric quadratic tensor on M defined by 
h'ij =< > for 1 < < 2 
where • is the Riemannian connection of N. The condit ion that M be a 
minimal surface is 
h i i + /122 = 0 (4.29) 
The stabil i ty of M is given by the following inequality [Ch 
Im I V / r - {Ric{es) + ^ hl)f dv>0 (4.30) 
»’y=i _ 
where f is any function having compact support on M and Ric{es) is the 
Ricci curvature of N in the direction of 63. We use an observation of Schoen-
Yau [Sch-Yau] to rearrange the stabil i ty operator so that S’the scalar cur-
vature of N, comes into play. By Gauss curvature equation, we have 
^ = ^12 + - (4.31) 
where k is the intrinsic Gaussian curvature of M and ki j is the sectional 
curvature of N for the section determined by e, and ey. Use min imal i ty and 
symmetry of together w i th (4.31), we have 
1 2 
^ = 1^2 - 2 E 略 (4.32) 
Recall that the scalar curvature S of N is given by 
S = ki2 + k2s + kis = ki2 + Ric{es) (4.33) 
Use (4.32) and (4.33) in (4.30), we can rewrite (4.30) as 
I m + 办 2 0 (4.34) 
L iJ= l J 
We note that (4.34) is equivalent to Xi(D) > 0 for every bounded do-
main D C M by (4.1). Here Ai is the first eigenvalue of the opreator 
A + (5 - A; + I h^-). We are now ready to state and prove the clas-
sification theorem for stable minimal surface in 3-mainfold of non-negative 
scalar curvature. 
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T h e o r e m 4.3.2 [Fi-Co Sz Sch] Let N be a complete oriented 3-manifold 
of non-negative scalar curvature. Let M be an oriented complete stable 
minimal surface in N. There are two possibilities: 
1' If M is compact, then M is conformally equivalent to the sphere S^ 
or M is totally geodesic flat torus T^. If S > 0 on N, then M is 
conformally equivalent to S^. 
2. If M is not compact, then M is conformally equivalent to the complex 
plane C, or the cylinder A. If M is a cylinder and the absolute to-
tal curvature of M is finite, then M jis flat and totally geodesic. If 
the scalar curvature of N is everywhere positive, then M cannot he a 
cylinder with finite total curvature. 
If the Ricci curvature of N is non-negative, then the assupmtion of 
finite total curvature in (2) can be removed. 
Remark : By a remark of Professor Peter L i , that the assumption of 
finite total curvature can be removed wi thout the further assumption of 
non-negativity of Ricci curvature of N. Since the proof of the new state-
ment requires a property of finite index of a complete minimal surface, the 
proof w i l l be postphoned to Chapter five. 
Proof Case(l) was observed by Schoen-Yau [Sch-Yau] by choosing / 三 1 
in inequality (4.34) to obtain 
0 < [ is + 每 E hl.)dv < [ kdv = 27rx(M) (4.35) 
J Ai L J At 
where the last equlity follows by Gauss-Bonnet Theorem. Thus 
X ( M ) > 0 
which in tu rn implies M is homeomorphic to S^ or T ^ I f 5 > 0 on N, then 
by (4.35), we deduce that M is homeomorphic to I f M is the torus, then 
again by (4.35), we get 
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therefore 
5•三 0 and hij 三 0 for 1 < < 2 
i.e. M is total ly geodesic. In this case, the stabil i ty operator becomes A — k 
and its first eignevalue is by (4.1) 
Ai = inf (JM [I V / |2 + dv: fdv 二 l } 
Since Ai > 0 by stabil i ty and 
I kdv = 27rx(M) 二 0 
J M 
Since if / 三 1, then 
JM 
therefore 
Ai = 0 
Hence / 三 1 satisfies the equation -
A f - k f = 0, 
and so Ic 三 0,that is, M is flat. 
A n immediate corollary of theorem 4.3.2 for the case when N is 
implies the classical Bernstein Theorem [Be] for complete min imal graphs 
in 况Before proving the corollary, we need a proposition. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4.3.3 A positive superharmonic function g on C is constant. 
Proof Direct calculation gives 
A log fif == ^ 
g 
< - | V l o g ^ l ^ (4.36) 
where the last inequality follows f rom ^ g < O.Define 




F{R) < [ - A log (7 
JB{R) 
< / • logg by Divergence Theorem 
JdB{R) 
< { [ \ V l o g g \ ' ) H [ l 2 ) i (4.37) 
JdB{R) ^JdB{R)‘ � ‘ 
=CR^ X 
Therefore if F[R) > 0, 
CI FHR) 
互 “ F ' ^ [ R )， � 0 a constant (4.38) 
Suppose F{R)却’i.e. there exists RQ such that 
F{R) > 0 for all R > RQ 
By (4.38), we have 
FRI 1 FRI F'(R) 
CiL R - L 一 II 丑 丑 。 (4.39) 
Thus 
, R i ^ 1 1 
CI log ——< 
ii^o - F[RO) F[R^) 
^ i k ) (4.40) 
by lett ing i^ i oo in (4.40), we get a contradiction. Hence F[R)三 0 and 
g must be a constant function. • 
C o r o l l a r y 4.3.4 ( F i - C o & Sch) The only complete stable oriented min-
imal surface M in 况3 {g the plane. 
Proof For endowed w i th usual Euclidean metric， 




and by (4.32) and (4.41), we have 
、 E 喊 ( 4 . 4 2 ) 
so that the stabi l i ty operator becomes A — 2k. Since there is no compact 
min ima l surface in [Sp], by theorem 4.3.2, we have M is conformally 
equivalent to either C or A. By theorem 4.1.2，there is a posit ive solut ion g 
on M satisfying 
A^ - 2kg = Q (4.43) 
I f M is conformal to A,we may l i f t g to the universal covering C of A . In 
either case ,we have a metric on C w i t h A: < 0 and a positive funct ion g 
satisfying (4.43). Thus Ag < 0 and g is a positive superharmonic funct ion 
on C. By proposit ion 4.3.3, we must have g 三 constant. By (4.43), k三 0 
and f rom (4.42) we have 
hij 三 0 for 1 S i j < 2 
Hence M must be a plane. • 
Remark : 
1. There is another proof for corollary 4.3.4 obtained by do Carmo and 
Peng [Ca Pe] using a different method. 
2. Observe that each of the four possibilities of theorem 4.3.2 does occur. 
For example, x has positive scalar curvature and has a stable 
is flat and has a stable T \ We can choose a metric on 
c of positive Gaussian curvature and by crossing w i t h 况 construct a 
metric of positive scalar curvature on having a stable C.Similarly 
^ X 9? has a flat metric w i t h a stable A. 
3. Note that Corol lary 4.1.3 in section 1 can be used to s impl i fy the 
proof of theorem 1.2 of Barbosa-do Carmo [Ba &; Ca] which states 
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(*) I f D is a domain in a minimal surface M immersed in ，and if the 
area of the Gaussian image g{D) C S: is less thatn 27r, then D is stable. 
Proof of (*) [Fi-Co &; Sch] I f Ai is the first eigenvalue of g[D) for the spher-
ical Laplacian and /丄 is the first eigenfunction, then the funct ion h — fio g 
is a positive function on D satistying 
Ah — Xikh = 0 on D 
By corollary 4.1.3, the first eigenvalue Ai for operator A — Xik is non-
negative on D. As Ai > 2 and A: < 0 together w i th the fact that the 
stabil i ty operator in is A — 2k, we have 
0< [ [\V + ><ikp]dv < [ + 2kp]dv 
JD J D 
for any function f w i th support in D. By (4.1) we conclude 
< A l p ) 
showing that D is stable. • 
4.4 Complete stable minimal surfaces in com-
plete scalar flat 3-manifolds 
As a final result, we prove that one can inrinsically characterize the metrics 
on the plane and the sphere which can occur as complete stable minimal 
surfaces in complete 3-manifold of zero scalar curvature. 
T h e o r e m 4 .4 .1 [Fi-Co & Sch 
1' A complete corformal metric on C can be realized on a stable minimal 
immersion of C into a complete scalar flat three-manifold if and only 
if there is a function g > 0 satisfying Ag ~ kg — 0 on C. 
忍.A metric on S^ can be realized on a stable minimal immersion of S^ 
into a compact scalar flat 3-manifold if and only if the first eigenvalue 
of A — k is non-negative on S^. 
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Proof of (1) 
I f a metric on C is realized on a stable immersion into a scalar flat 
3-mainfold，then the stabil i ty operator A - A: + | E h】j has positive first 
eigenvalue on any bounded domain in C. By (4.1), this implies Ai for the 
operator A —A; is non-negative on each bounded domain. By theorem 4.1.2, 
there is a positive solution g satisfying Ag — kg = 0 on C. 
(々）Conversely if we have a complete metric ds^ on C and a positive solu-
t ion g satisfying 
Ag-kg = 0 on C (4.44) 
Define a 3-manifold 
N 二 C 乂 S! 
wi th metric 
(fs: = dsi + 分2 出 2 
where t is local coordinate on and 
ds^ = jj,{dx^ + dy^) -
is the metric on C w i th local coordinate (x, y). In terms of local coordinate, 
we have 
/ jn 0 0 \ 
(glj) = 0 ju 0 
[0 0 J 
f ^ 0 0 \ 
ii'') = 0 ^ 0 
0 0 4 V y 
and using the formula for calculating the Christofel sumbols [Sp. vol I I 
p. 189] and sectional curvature,we have 
f “ . /,] 二 1 P 而 I dgl j ' 
^ 2 dz^ dz* dz^ 
R. ,, ^ 1 [ ^ + ^ ML — — H 
” 2 [dz^idz^ dz'dz^ dz'dz^ dz‘dzi 
3 ~ 




kij = ； f o r 1 < < 3 
Ci 八 ej 2 
where {z^, z^, z^) are local coordinates {x,y,t) in our case. Also by [Sp vol 
I I p.256] 
hij =< •e,e3’ey�= [i3,j] for 1 < < 2 
Direct computat ion shows that the scalar curvature of ds^ is 
S = k-化 g 
where A is taken w i th respect to ds\ By (4.44), we conclude 5 = 0 on N. 
besides, direct computation gives 
hij = 0 for l<i,j<2 
so that C is a miminal immersion in N. By theorem 4.1.2, we have Ai(Z)) > 0 
for every bounded domain of C. Thus C is stable. Completeness of the met-
ric ds^ can be seen by taking a divergent path 7 w i th respect to must 
have infinite length by definition of ds^ and completeness of the metric ds^. 
Proof of (2) 
(々）If a metric on S : can be realized on a stable minimal immersion of S"^  
into a compact scalar flat 3-manifold, then since is itself bounded, we 
have 
X i {S ' ) > 0 
for the stabli l i ty operator A - k臺 By (4.1), this implies that 
T i {S ' ) > 0 
for operator A — k. 
Conversely,if we have a metric ds^ on S^ such that the first eignevalue 
for the operator A - A; is non-negative. Using stereographic projection , S^ 
is conformal to C, we may assume ds^ = fji{z)\dz\^. Define a 3-manifold 
TV = X 
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wi th the metric 
ds^ = ds^ + 分2 也 2 
where t is the local coordinate on S^. Similar calculation to case (1), we 
get 
Ag 
S = k ——-=0 on N 
9 
Clearly S^ X S^ is compact. That the stabi l i ty and min imal i ty of S^ can 
be established by direct computation similar to case (1). • 
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Chapter 5 
On complete minimal surfaces 
with finite Morse index in 
3-manifolds of non-negative 
scalar curvature 
5.1 On properties of the operator L 
I n this section, we w i l l prove two results about the properties el l ipt ic oper-
ator L on complete m in ima l surfaces M . F i rs t , we w i l l prove i f M has f ini te 
index，then M is stable outside a compact set. This result is useful in later 
section. Secondly, we w i l l give a characterization of finite index using the 
eigenfunctions of the el l ipt ic operator L . 
I n what follows, we w i l l consider M to be a complete orientable m in ima l 
surface in a three mani fo ld N.Let 
L = A - A: + + i A 2 
2 
be the second var iat ion operator. Here k is the intr insic Guassian curvature 
of M , |A|2，the square of the length of the second fundamental f o rm of M 
and S is scalar curvature of N. Also A denotes the Laplacian w i t h respect 
to metr ic on M . 
Let 0 be a point on M and jB^(O) denote the geodesic bal l on M of radius 
R centered at 0. By standard theory [Fi-Co & Hi] , the operator L on 5/2(0) 
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wi th zero boundary conditions maps C^ functions w i th compact support 
into Cq {BR(0)),continuous functions w i th compact support. On L 
has a discrete spectrum Ai < A2 < • • • where X'-s go to infinity. The usual 
variational characterization of the Xk on a bounded domain 0 in M is 
Aik(n) = inf : (I> e = (t>Jj > dv = 0 where 
/i,. •.，fk-i are the first k — 1 eigenfunctions of LjS.l) 
Here | • denotes the norm of the gradient taken w i th respect to ds^ and 
dv is the volume element of M . And (j)) is the quadratic form given by 
= [ [1 dv 
J M L z 
=— (j)L[(j))dv by Divergence Theorem (5.2) 
JM 
where 0 G C2(n). Note that = Q、也小、for any 仏 G Cg(n) which 
can be established easily by Divergence Theorem. 
D e f i n i t i o n 5 .1 .1 The number k so that A^+i is the first non-negative eigen-
value of L is the index of BR{0),denoted by IndBR(0). 
L e m m a 5.1.2 If U and W are compact domains in M and U C 0 ' , then 
Ind{n) < Ind{n'). 
The proof of lemma 5.1.2 needs a standard result on eigenvalues of 
elliptic operator which is useful elsewhere,so we wi l l state and prove this 
result first. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 5.1.3 ( T h e m a x i m u m - m i n i m u m p r o p e r t y o f e igenvalues) 
Co & Hi] Let L denotes the elliptic operator A-\-q,where q is a smooth func-
tion defined on M, Q{(j), (j)) is the quadratic form given by 
Q(0，4>] = - [ (l>L{(l>)dv = [ [I • — qcf>'] dv 
J M J M 
Given n — 1 functions，Vi,... ,Vn-i which are continuous on a hounded 
domain H of M. Let 
d[vu,,.,vn-i) = inf{Q((^,(;6) : 0 G f^ cfi^dv = 1, /n < > dv =： 0 
f o r 2；. == 1 ， . . . , n — 1 } 
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Then the n-th eigenvalue corresponding to the operator L is 
Xn = max . . . , Vn-i) 
where Vi,..., range over all sets of admissible functions. This maximum-
minimum is attained for 
u = Un and Vi = Ui, ..., Vn-l 二 Un-l 
where the u'-s are the first k — 1 eigenfunctions coresponding to the operator 
L. 
Proof By defintion 
d{vi,...,vn-i) == 
when 
Vi = Ui for z = 1 , . . . , — 1 
Thus, we need to show that for arbi trary n — 1 continuous functions 
Vi,…，Vn^i defined on n,we have 
I t suffixes to prove there exists a function (j) such that 
(j),Vi > dv = 0 for = —1 (5.3) 
and 
< A, (5.4) 




and to determine c, so that (5.3) and (5.4) are satisfied. By (5.3), we get 
n — 1 linear homogeneous equations in n unknowns c ! , … ， w h i c h give 
non-tr iv ial solution for Ci, •..，c„. Besides by normalizing condition, 




= l (5.5) 
1=1 




川 i j 
= - X c i C j UiL[uj)dv 
iJ Jn 
—^^CiCjXj / UiUjdv 
iJ Jn 
= ‘ (5.6) 
i 
the last equality holds because eigenfunctions corresponding to distinct 
eigenvalues are orthogonal to each other for the self-adjoint operator L. 
Since 
A,- < A^ fori=l,2,...,n 
By (5.5) and (5.6), we have 
< A, 
Threrfore 
and this completes the proof • 
Remark : Important conclusions can be drawn f rom the maximum-
min imum property by means of certain simple principles of the calculus 
of variations. Principle A : By strengthing the conditions in a min imum 
problem, we do not diminish the value of the minimum; conversely, by 
weakening the conditions the min imum decreases, or at any rate does not 
increase. 
Principle B : Given two min imum problems w i th the same class of admis-
sible finction (/>,such that for every the quadratic form Q[(t>,4>) to be 
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minimized is no smaller in the first problem than in the second, then the 
min imum for the first problem is also no smaller that the min imum for the 
second. 
The classical min imum definition of eigenvalues does not lead itself to 
the application of these principles when eigenvalues in different porblems 
are compared; for the classes of admissible functions fai l to concide since 
the conditions of admissibility are not the same. Under the maximum-
min imum defintion, however, the classes of admissible functions agree, and 
our principles may be applied. 
Proof of lemma 5.1.2 By max-min property and principle A, we have 
An(n) > for n = 1,2,... 
so that 
Ind{n) < Ind{U') • 
D e f i n i t i o n 5.1.4 Ind{M) = l im Ind{BR{0)) ‘ 
•R—oo 
Remark : Note that by the increasing porperty of the index, the value 
of Ind[M) is independent of the point 0 since all balls are eventually in-
cluded in the l imi t as jR —> oo. Hence Ind[M) may be computed using any 
exhaustion of M by bounded domains. 
L e m m a 5.1.5 The first eigenvalue Ai for the operator L is non-negative 
on small annulus or disk of M. 
Proof : (I) We first prove that small annulus is stable. Suppose Ind[M)= 
k, then there exist R,such that I n d { B R j = k, i.e. 
0 < 
Consider a sequence of disconnected annulus 
AN = BRI \B R, for n = 1,2,… 
n n+1 
Suppose lemma 5.1.5 is false. Then 
A i ( A j < 0 / o r n = 1 ,2 , . . . (5.7) 
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(f) — 0 on dAn for all n 
The resulting maximum-minimum is the n - th eigenvalue of the discon-
nected region consistiong of disconnected annulus Ai . By chapter V I of 
Fi-Co Sz Hi] §1.3, this is A*,i.e. the n - th number in the sequence consist-
ing of all eigenvalues of the subdomains A i , arranged according to increasing 
magnitude and taken w i th their respective mult ipl ici ty. By principle A, 
0 < Xn{BR,) < A； (5.8) 
But this contradicts to (5.7). Hence there must be a small enough annulus 
which is stable. 
(II) Now we are going to prove that Ai for small enough disk must be 
non-negative. Let 
An = i n f { g ( / , / ) : ^ fdv = 1，/ = 0 on dQ} (5.9) 
An = i n f { Q ( / , / ) ： [ pdv = l,f = Oon dfl,/(O) = 0} (5.10) 
J n 
where 
claim An 二 AQ 
Proof of claim By principle A, we have A^ > A^. Therefore, i t suffixes to 
prove An > AQ. TO do this, we wi l l eatablish 
Q{fJ)>VimQ{frj,Jrj,) (5.11) 
where rj^ is defined for small e > 0 to be 
0 for \z\ < e2 
rieiz) == 1 1过 f o r H 〉 ‘ (5.12) 
f o r < l z l < e 
K € 
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Direct calculation shows that 
(5.13) 
Hence 
义 I • 'n.l^dv ^ 0 as e-^O (5.14) 
To prove (5.11),we consider 
n^Q(/”o/"e)= [ vl\Vf\'dv- [ qrjlfdv 
0 JN JN 
+ / f\ V + 2 / fru< •/ > dv 
Jn Jn 
By Cauchy Schwartz and arithmetic geometric mean inequality, we have 
^QifVeJVe) < [ r)'^\\7f\'dv-[ qrj'j'dv 
0 JQ JCI -
L • 和 + J / ^ / ' I V rjei'dv (5.15) 
As e — 0，ry^ — 1 and by (5.14) 
[ f \ \ / V e \ ^ d v ^^^ 0 
JQ 
Therefore (5.15) becomes 
画 fve) < + V fl^dv - ^ qfdv for all S > 0 (5.16) 
Now lett ing <5 ^ 0, we obtain 
^ Q { f r j e J r ) , ) < Q { f J ) (5.17) 
for which (5.11) can be deduced. 
Now take fi = BR{0) and we want to prove the following: 
(*) I f there exists a function f ’w i th 
/(O) =0, f = 0 on dBR and Q[f, / ) < 0 
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then there exists a function g satistying 
g — ^ on BR^ and Q{g,g) < 0 for some Ri < R 
Proof of (*) Define 
‘ 0 i j 1^ 1 G (0,6) 
咖 二 { 申 1^ 1 G [e,2e] (5.18) 
‘ 1 z7 G {2€,Ri) 
Direct calculation gives 
(5.19) 
Therefore 
QifVeJVe) = L . ^ e l V / r - / , vUf + [ f l 
+2 f fru< V ^ o V / > -
-fBniO) 
< ？ + 厂、/2|V"e|2 + 2 / /"e<V"e,V/>(5.20) 
2 JB{2€) JB{2€) 
Since 
/(O) 二 0 and f is continuous 
therefore, given any e > 0 
f{x)\ < ce / o r |工| = e (5.21) 
Besides 
^ 人尸= ^ ' ^ o l { B { 2 e ) ) p { x ) for some x G B(2e) (5.22) 
using (5.19),(5.21) and (5.22), (5.20) becomes 
Qijrje, frje) < when e -> 0 (5.23) 
By lett ing 
9 = lim/y/e 
e—O 
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we finishes the proof of (*). 
Up to now, we have obtained a function 
geCl[A{Ri,R)) andQ[g,g) < 0 
where A[RI,R) is the annulus bounded by BR^ (0) and BR[{)). Thus, 
i^)) < 0. Proceeding as the proof of the fact that small annulus 
must be stable, we wi l l get a seqeunce of annulus An such that 入“^) < 0. 
• 
P r o p o s i t i o n 5.1.6 If M has finite index then there is a compact set C in 
M so that M\C is stable and there exists a positive function u on M so that 
Lu = 0 on M\C [Fi-Co] 
Proof F ix 0 e M and let 5^(0) denote the geodesic ball of radius p centered 
at 0. Let 
pi — 2sup{p : Bp(0) is stable) 
Note that > 0 by lemma 5.1.5. I f p i — oo, then M is stable and we are 
done. I f not, let 
P2 = 2sup{/9 > Pi : 似 i s stable) 
Again by lemma 5.1.5, p2〉Pi . I f P2 = oo, we are done. Otherwise, define 
仏}， PI < P2 <•" SO that J5p.(0)\5p._j(0) is str ict ly unstable for each PI 
in the sequence. 
Observe that 
A i ( B “ 0 ) \ j 5 〜 一 1 ( 0 ) ) < 0 f o r all i 
for the operator L. Let f i be the eigenfunction for Ai on the annulus 
召 一 1(0). Then the f!s have compact suuport which overlaps on 
a set of measure zero and direct checking wi l l show Q is negative definite 
on the space spanned by the fjs. Since M has finite index, by max-min 
porperty, there can be only finitely many Therefore, the above pro-
cess must stop after a finite number of steps I and so M is stable outside 
a compact set C = Since M is stable outside C, Xi(D) > 0 for any 
bounded domain D C M\C. 
The remaining argument is to show that there exists a positive function 
u on M which is a solution Lw 二 0 on M\C. The proof is essentially the 
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agrument in [Fi-Co SZ Sch]. We obta in a posit ive solut ion to LU = 0 on 
M\C and extend u to be positive on M to get the desired funct ion. Take 
RO sufficiently large so that C is contained in •Bj^oW for some 0 G M. Ob-
serve tha t M \ B r o is the union of a finite number of connected components 
111,.••，Ha；. To see that the number of components is f ini te, let x G H,-, any 
i, and let 7 be a shortest geodesic f rom 0 to x. Let 
y e 7 n ( 彻 + (t> 
then n,- intesects 丑；？ +^八办。.Since is compact, there can be 
only finitely many components. Let 
AR = 5；2(0)\5丑0(0) for R�RO 
On AR^ the var iat ional characterization of A! and the unique cont inuat ion 
property for solut ion of L on connected components, give 
0<XI{AR) < for R> R' 
I n par t icu lar , stabi l i ty of M\C implies 
A i (^ je) > 0 for any R > RQ (5.24) 
The fol lowing argument is essentially the same in Chapter 4. By standard 
el l ipt ic theory [Gi & Tr] for each R > RQ, there exists VR satisfying 
VR > 0 on AR n n,-
LVR = 0 on AR (5.25) 
VR — 1 on SAR 
F ix Xi G n,- and set 
Vii(x\ 
以 丑 ( 工 ) = ~ f o r 工 G r^i n 乂丑 
Then UR satisfies 
LUR — Q on AR 
URi^i) = 1 for i = (5.26) 
UR > 0 on AR n n,-
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By Harnack inequality, there is a constant c independent of R so that for 
K compact in H,-
sup Wie < c (5.27) 
K 
I t follows that all derivatives of UR are uniformly bounded on compact 
subsets of M\Bji^ as there is only finitely many nj-5. We can find a sequence 
—> oo so that UR., along w i th its derivatives, converges uniformly on 
compact subsets of M\C to a function u satisfying 
Lu 二 0 and u{xi) = 1 for i= (5.28) 
Since u is not identically zero and u > 0，the strict max imum principle 
implies that u > 0,and we have a positive solution as desired. • 
The next result w i l l show that the index can be realized as the dimension 
of a space of L2 eigenfunctions defined globally on M . 
P r o p o s i t i o n 5.1.7 The following are equivalent [F i -Co ] : -
1. M has finite index 
2. There exists a finite dimensional subspace W of L2{M) having an 
orthonormal basis /i,...，/a； consisting of eigenfunctions with eigen-
values Ai, •.., A左 respectively. Each A,- is negative and Q{(f), 0) > 0 for 
凌 e Co⑴(M) nVF 丄. — 
Moreover if Ind{M) < 00 then dimW = Ind[M). 
Proof (2) (1) Take any point 0 G M and R large. I f Ind{BR{0)) > dimW, 
then there is a function <j) e 丄 w i th Q{(f),(f)) < 0，this is a contrax: diet ion. 
(1) -：^ (2) Let (t> e C l [ M ) , then by proposition 5.1.6, 丑。(〇）is stable. 
Let R > RQ and 77 be a function so that 
rj = 0 on BR{0) 
T) = 1 on M\B2r{0) (5.29) 
/ 6 
I V " l < 云 
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By stabil i ty of M \ B r q (O), we have 
/ q('r}(j)Ydv < / • ^dv 
JM JM 
J M 
where q = Adding to both sides of (5.30) and applying 
Cauchy-Schwartz's inequality to get 
/ (1 — -妨 2 ) < Q(么利 + 2 r [ I•利2|V"|2 + 於2|•…21(5.31) 
J M J M L 
Choose T] so that 
4(1 — 
• " r < on B2R[0) (5.32) 
This can be accomplished by choosing r j i so that 
rji = 0 on B R ( 0 } ‘ 
r]i = 1 on M\B2R(0) (5.33) 
| V " i | < I 
and set 
7? = 1 _ (1 - 7/1)2 (5.34) 
using (5.32) and the fact 
8 1 
1 — ^  > - when R is large (5.35) 
(5.31) becomes 
[ I • < 2Q{(f>, (f>) + c [ cf>^dv (5.36) 
Jb2r{0) 乂 � 
where c 二 pa,x、(2|g| + 1) > 0. By (5.36), we have 




^ [ (t>'dv<Q{<t>,cl>) (5.37) 
L J M 
I f M has finite index I — Ind[M) then there exists a sufficiently large Ri 
so that I = Ind[Bp[0)) for all p > Ri.Lei fi，p,... ,//,厂 be an orthonormal 
basis of eigenfunctions w i th eigenvalues A i , p， . . . , r e s p e c t i v e l y , w i t h each 
negative. We are going to prove that A,-^  is bounded for all = 1 , . . . , / 
and p > Ri. Observe that max{Ai,p，• • • ， A / i s a decreasing funct ion of p, 
thus there exists eo〉0 such that 
A‘’p < —Co for i — 1 ’ . . . ’ / and p > Ri (5.38) 
Extending 
fi,p 二 0 on M\B,{0) 
and using 
<t> = fi�P 
i t follows f rom (5.37) that -
> -Co for all x = 1 , . . . , / and p > Ri (5.39) 
Hence 
Xi,p G [-Co, -eo] for all i = 1,…，I and p > Ri (5.40) 
Going back to (5.30) w i th (j) = /；)’ and consider the term 
f 2"/‘,P < Vfi,p >dv = I [ < •// > dv 
JM L JM 
二 - [ "2( / ‘ ’pA/ ;> + | v y ; j 2 )咖（5 .41 ) 
J M 
by Divegence Theorem. Since are eigenfunctions 
(A + g + A , = 0 for i = l , . . ” I (5.42) 
Therefore 
i-hp) j y f l d ^ 二 / v'fi,Afi,pdv + / girifij'dv 
JM JM J M 
= 仏 加 (5-43) 
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where (5.43) is obtained using (5.41) and (5.30). Since (—A,-p) > e。and 
using gradient bound in (5.29)，we have f rom (5.43) 
[ � , � f l d v < cR-' for any R G [i^o, J] (5.44) 
On the other hand (5.36) together w i th the fact Q( / ,> , /»>) < 0 implies 
f \V fipl^dv < c I f f d v 
JBMO) — Jbmo)'' 
Hence 
L ( 。 ) ( 斤 川 多 ^ ( 1 + 《 ( 。 )斤一 
< c i {R) (5.45) 
where Ci{R) is a constant depending on R.By Sobolev inequality, LI{B2r{0)) 
is compactly contained in By (5.44) and (5.45) ,there is a sub-
sequence R j —)> oo so that “ 
/. fi,RJ = fi in L2[M) for (5.46) 
J j—^oo 
Since are orthonormal and inner product is continuous funct ion by 
(5.46), we have / i , . . . , / / are orthonormal in L2 {M) and that they are 
eigenfunctions w i th eigenvalues 
A,- G [-Co, eo] for i 二 (5.47) 
Let W be the linear span of { / i ’ . . . , / / } in 1^2(似),then for any 
<t> e C^{M) n l y 丄，we have 
I r 
= (^i,pft,p + ^p where a�p = / < (j), /,.’- > dv (5.48) 
wi th (j)p orthogonal to / i , " ,…， / , ’ " Using (5.46), we have 
l im ain. = 0 (5.49) 
y—oo ^ \ ' 
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Thus, provided p^ is large enough so that suppcj) C Bp^ (O), we have 
Q{(j>,(t>) = - f <l>L(t>dv 
J M 
=—/ E 叫、nfi�Ok + 小^3,Pkfj,Pk + 小PM” 
〜 i j 
= i kpJMpM” 
i,j JM . JM 
- f Hfi,pMpkav + Q[<t>p,dv, (t>pk� 
^ J M 
=^t.PJt^J.P/b I fi,pk^j,pkhpk + 2 (KPk / ^ i,Pkfi,Pk^Pk i JM . JM 




where we have used self-adjointness of L, 左 6 丄 to arrive (5.50). By 
(5.49) and (5.47) and lett ing A: oo, we have 
Q O M U o 
and this completes the proof of porposition 5.1.7. • 
5.2 The geometry of minimal surfaces of fi-
nite index 
In this section,we show if M is a complete minimal sufrace w i th finite index 
in 3-manifold N w i th non-negative scalar curvature, then M is conformally 
a compact Riemann surface w i th finitely many punctures. And in case N 
has non-negative Ricci curvature, we show that is integrable on M and 
this implies M is of finite total curvature for the case N = dt^ which is also 
a sufficient condition for M to have finite index. This latter fact w i l l be 
proved in section 5.3. 
We first state our main theorem in this section. 
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T h e o r e m 5.2 .1 Let N he a 3-manifold with non-negative scalar curvature, 
M a complete oriented minimal surface in N. If M has finite index, then the 
metric ds^ = u^ds^ is a complete metric on M with non-negative Guassian 
curvature outside C. Here u is the positive solution of Lu = 0 obtained in 
proposition 5.1.6. In particular, it follows that M is conformally diffeomor-
phic to a complete Riemann surface with a finite number of points removed. 
Fi-Co] 
Proof The key of the proof is to find a l imi t ing direction so that the 
geodesic 7 w i th this direction minimizes the ds^ distance between any two 
points and is parametrized by arc length in the original metric ds\ To 
prove the completeness of ds^, then it suffixes to prove 
fOO 
J u{^{s))ds = 0 0 (5.51) 
where s is the arc length taken w i th respect to original metric ds^. 
To do this , we fix a point 0 G M and for any R, let BR{0) be a geodesic 
bal l in the complete metric giving an exhaustion of M.Define -
UR 二 u 女 r] (5.52) 
where 77 is a smooth function defined by 
？7 = 0 for < R 
r) = l / o r 〉 + 1 (5.53) 
Since UR is bounded below, ds^ is complete,therefore u^ds^ is also com-
plete.Hence, there is a shortest geodesic f rom 0 to the boundary of each 
bal l BR[0). Since the boundary of BR. is compact, we may connect 0 to 
any boundary point of BR. w i th a shortest geodesic in the metric.Let 
Pi G ^BR. SO that Pi is closest to 0 and let 7,- be a shortest geodesic f rom 
0 to Pi. Note that 7,- must stay inside or another point would be 
closer to 0. Since UR. = w in BR., 7,- is a geodesic in the metric V}DS\ 
Let us assume that the 飞 are parametrized w i th respect to arc length in 
the ds2 metric. Now we may take a subsequence of Ri ~~> 00 so that the 
tangent vectors converge to a l imi t i/. That is, 7)2.(0) z/, so by theory 
of ordinary differential equation, these geodesic converge on compact sets 
of [0，00) to a l imi t ing geodesic 7 . Indeed, we may assume 
7(5) ： [0,oo) ^ M\C 
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where s is arc length taken w i th respect to original metric ds^. This can be 
just i f ied because 7 is a properly embedded half-line, i t follows that 
7 n C C 7[0，/] for some I > 0 
Thus we may replace 7 by 7|[z+i,oo) and assume that 7 C M\C. 
To prove (5.51), we take variations of 7 given by < > where ft is 
normal to 7 and 小 has compact support on (0，00). Since 7 is a minimizing 
geodesic in ds^ 二 u^ds^, the second variat ion of arc length gives 
厂 IfdSV ~ ‘ 
L [ i ) - 秘 " 云 " （5.54) 
where k is the Gaussian curvature of M taken w i th respect to dp. Direct 
calculation gives 
k = - A log u) (5.55) 
By proposition 5.1.6, u > 0 is a solution to “ 
Lu = Au- ku-\- [S -\A\^)u = 0 on M\C 
2 
Therefore, as 5 > 0 
Au < ku on M\C (5.56) 
Besides, direct computation and (5.56) gives 
A 1 uAu — • u 2 
A log w = 
u之 
_ 2 
< A : - ^ ^ onM\C (5.57) 
Observe first that (5.57) and (5.55) gives 
^ > 0 on M\C (5.58) 
Furthermore, by (5.57),(5.55),(5.54) and chain rule 
dcj) 一 d(j) ds dcj) 
ds ds ds ds 
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we have 
厂 < 厂 左 - A l o g u ^ h < 〜— V ⑷ ) 2 心 (5.59) 
JQ U"^ ~ Jo u —Jo 
Let (j) 二 uxjj where ijj has compact support on (0, oo), then 
u-\(t>'Y = w - V ) V + u(t//y + 2u'料' 
So by (5.59)，we have 
「 、 染 d s =厂MV心 
Jo u"^ Jo u 
r ,2 1 roo yj 
< / +uWY + 2u'H/ ds 
~ Jo [ u 
thus 
roo 
0 < / U{IIJ'Y + 2u'料'ds (5.60) 
Jo J 
Apply ing Divergence Theroem to (5.60) gives 
roo 
0 < / —w(於')2 — 2^1种“ds (5.61) 
Jo J 
Now choose 
仲 ） = _ 
where《has compact support on (0，oo), so 
= ^ + W 
r 二 2 〜 , 
Subsituting into (5.61) to get 
roo roo 
义 H ' d s < [ — — 2 力 2 ( ( 〃 一 力 ( 5 . 6 2 ) 
Finally, we choose ^ so that 
C � = 1 forO<t<R 
二 0 for t > 2R 
( ' � I < 4 for R<t<2R 
K 




/ uds < / u^^ds 
Jo Jo 
roo r 
< / uds 
Jo J 
< cj^ uds (5.64) 
for some constant c independent of R. Note the last inequality of (5.64) 
follows by derivative bound of The inequality (5.64) implies that 
roo 
/ uds = oo 
Jo 
and the metric d P — u^ds^ is complete w i th non-negative Guassian curva-
ture k on M\C. 
Now it remains to prove the second part of Theorem 5.2.1 ,namely, M 
is conformally a Riemann surface w i th a finite number of punctures. By 
the Cohn-Vossen inequality [Fi-Co - Vo] and non-negativity of the -Guass 
curvature on M\C, we have 
c < j^^d/u < 27rx(M) for some constant c (5.65) 
Therefore M is topologically finite, so M is conformal to a Riemann surface 
w i th a finite number of disks delected. 
Consider one end of M and let CV be the boundary of the disk of radius r 
centered at p which is delected. Let \{z)\dz\^ be a complete metric defined 
on the annulus bounded by ball Br and B i . By conformality and (5.58), 
we have 
k >0 on M\C (5.66) 
By formula 
- 1 
A： — A log A (5.67) 
(5.66) and (5.67) gives 
A l o g i > 0 (5.68) 
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showing that log ^ is a subharmonic function. Let 
a — max log ^ on Ci 
A 
and 
= max log — on CV+e 
A 
Let (x, y) be the coordinate at a point z between Ci and C” Then an 
estimate of Cheng-Yau [Ch Sz Yau] says that 
I • ⑷ 2 = 爿 s ^ f r (5.69) 
A ⑷ ⑷ 
where p is the geodeisc distnace to Ci , and c is a constant. Hence 
c c 
K < max log — = log —~~- (5.70) 
Cr+c p 么 mmp2 
CT+C 
As £ —> 0,/? denotes the geodesic distance f rom CV to Ci , which is the length 
of divergent path. So by completeness of the metric \[z)\dz\'^, p ——> bo and 
thus 
l im == - o o (5.71) 
Define 
b — d 
he[z) = a^ log 问 + a where a^ 二 ：；7 (5.72) 
log(r + e) 
then for all 0 < € < 1, we have 
he > log i on CV+e (5.73) 
he > log i on Ci (5.74) 
and h^ is harmonic. Fix z G C\Cr and if r〉0，since both a and log(r + e) 
tends to finite value if e ^ 0, by (5.71), we deduce that 
lim/ie(2：) 二 - o o (5.75) 
But this contradicts to (5.73) as log \ is a finite value on CV+e for all 
0 < e < 1. Therefore r must be zero and the delected disk is a point • 
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W i t h Theorem 5.2.1 at hand, i t is now ready to give a proof of Theorem 
4.3.2 case(2) for the new condition. 
T h e o r e m 5.2.2 Let N be a complete oriented 3-manifold of non-negative 
scalar curvature. Let M be an oriented complete stable minimal surface in 
N, If M is non-compactj then M is conformally equivalent to the complex 
plane C, or the cylinder A. If M is a cylinder，then M is flat and totally 
geodesic. If the scalar curvature of N is everywhere positive, then M cannot 
be a cylinder. 
Proof We first notice that the universal covering M of M is conformally 
equivalent to C. I f this is not the case, by Uniformization Theorem [Ah], 
M is conformally equivalent to the disk D. Using stabil i ty condit ion and 
theorem 4.1.2, we have a positive solution u on M satisfying the equation 
Au+ {S - k + -\A\^)u^O (5.76) 
2 
L i f t ing g to D, there exists a positive solution on D endowed w i th complete 
metric for the operator A S — k + But 
S-\-- A^ >0 on D 
2 _ 
this contradicts Corollary 4.2.3. 
So far, we have shown that M is conformally covered by C and hence 
M is either conformally equivalent to C or a cylinder A. I f latter holds, we 
have to prove M is flat and total ly geodesic. Now take 
z = X -j- iy 
be a complex coordinate on M w i th the given metric. 
ds'= X'{z)\dz\' (5.77) 
By Theorem 5.2.1, the metric 
ds^ = u^ds^ 
=u\z)X\z)\dz\' (5.78) 
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is also a complete metr ic on M . Denote the m in ima l surface equipped w i t h ~ 
different metr ic by (M，ds ) and M = (M，ds) respectively. A n d the Gaus-
sian curvature taken w i t h respect to ds^ and ds^ by k and k respectively. 
Then 
k = - A m log a 
二 导 A。(log;\) (5.79) 
where Aq is the Laplacian taken w i t h respect to Eucl idean metr ic . On the 
other hand, 
k = — AA log (Aw) 
— 1 
= ( A o log A + Ao log u) 
二 [ X ^ A o l o g u 
= 2 ( A M logu) 
= k 1 ( A m u | V m ^ | 2 、 
u^ u^ \ u u^ J 
U^ u 
• • 
= 7 + 斤 + (5.80) 
where the last inequali ty follows by non-negat iv i ty of scalar curvature. I f 
M is a cyl inder, by Cohn-Vossen inequal i ty [Co-Vo], 
f~ kdvj；^ < 27rx(M) 二 0 (5.81) 
J M 
By (5.80) and (5.81), we get 
石 三 0 o n M ( 5 . 8 2 ) 
Again by (5.80) 
三 0，hij 三 0 and V m w 三 0 on M (5.83) 
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so that 
u = constant > 0 (5.84) 
Substitute (5.84) into (5.76), we get 
k 三 Q on M (5.85) 
On the other hand, if 5 > 0 everywhere on N, M cannot be a cylinder by 
(5.80) and (5.82). • 
C o r o l l a r y 5.2.3 If N is a 8-manifold with non-negative Ricci curvature 
and M is a complete oriented minimal surface with finite index in N, then 
\A\^dv < oo. [Fi-Co] 
Proof I f suffixes to prove that 
I A^dv < oo (5.86] 
JM\C _、 乂 
where C is the compact set found in proposition 5.1.6 such that M\C is 
stable. Since Ric[es) > 0, the stabil i ty condition for M\C gives 
f \A\^cl>^dv < [ fecfesl + V/i' l (t>^dv 
JM\C — JM\C L L UJ 
< [ ( 5 . 8 7 ) 
JM\C � ‘ 
for all (l> w i th compact support on M\C. By theorem 5.2.1, M = E \ { p i , . . . ,Pk} 
where X) is a Riemann surface, and at each p, , M is conformally equivalent 
to a punctured disk £>“ Arrange each D i so that D i is compactly contained 
in M\C. Let D[ be a larger disk containing D i . F ix (f) so that 
(/) = 0 on C 
小=1 on Di 
(j) is linear on D\\Di 
(t) = 0 on dD\ (5.88) 
and on each let 
ru ： D[ ^况 
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be a radial function of distance defined by 
o for l^ ;! e (0，e) 
r)i[z) = for 1^ 1 G [e,2e] (5.89) 
、 1 for \z\e[2e,R[) 
where R[ is the redius of D[. Direct computation gives 
2 1 , R 1 
V??t = for Z e €,26 
• = 0 otherwise (5.90) 
By (5.87) using rji(j) instead of <j), we get 
I V 
= E / V " ‘ r + 2 < " ‘ • " ‘ ’ > W i \ V ^ r ] d v 
t t t L J -
By arithmetic geometric mean inequality 
2 < (t>\7 Vi V m >< \(t>\\v<f>\\r)i\\vr}i\ < V ^ t f + 
So 
E / , m<l>'dv < 2 ^ f V + • 凌 |2] dv 
By (5.88),(5.89) and (5.90) ’ we get 
y^ / < c where c is independent of e (5.91) 
t•二 1 JD'i 
Lett ing € ^ 0 in (5.91) gives 
/ A^dv < c 
JM\C 
which completes the proof. • 
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5.3 Finite index minimal sufrace in 
Note that when the 3-manifold N under consideration is 况〜then the op-
erator L under consideration becomes A — 2k. Now we are going to give a 
characterization of finite index in 
T h e o r e m 5 .3 .1 If M is a complete oriented minimal surface in 况3，then 
M has finite index if and only if M has finite total curvature. [Fi-Co 
Proof 
In 况3, by Gauss curvature equation and ki2 二 0，we have 
义 二 -2k 
By corollary 5.2.3, finite index implies 
/ lA; c^ i； < oo 
JM 
( < = ) I n M has finite total curvature, using result obtained by Osserman 
Os 1] that M is conformally a compact Riemann surface E w i th puncture 
{pi,... ,Pk} and the Gauss map 
G:M ~^ S^ 
extends to a holomorphic map 
g : E > Si 
The main idea of the proof is that the index of M depends only on the 
Guass map of M but not on the metric factor.Let 
ds; — iJ,[z)\dz^ 
be the metric on M. Then direct calculation gives 
I Vfi^l ' - - | V o f l f (5.92) 
where • and •〇 denotes metric gradient and Euclidean gradient respec-
tively. Let {e i , 62} be an orthonormal frame on M and 63 be the uni t normal 
to M . Then 
hij =< Ve.cs, ey > 
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is the second fundenmental form on M and 





Denote L in the metric by L/ / , then 
Lfi = A- 2k = - A o + • 。 ( 5 . 9 4 ) 
M M 
and for all • G C l [ M ) 
r I 1 
Q t M , 杏 、 = / • 。 ( ？ ^ 。 一 — I Vof i f^?^�"cb：办 JM ji /i 
= i i f [I •。利2 — I Vo dxdy (5.95) 
showing that Q depends only on the Gauss map, so for another smooth 
metric i i[z)\dz\^ on M,we have 
= (5.96) 
Let ii[z)\dz\'^ be a smooth function on E. Since g extends smoothly to 
Pi，. ••，PA：，a is smooth at inf inity and | Vofi'l^ is a smooth bounded function 
on E, therefore is a compact operator w i th discrete spectrum, and hence 
finite index on the compact Riemaim surface S. By (5.96) 
Ind L^{M) = IndL^{M) < IndL^T, (5.97) 
and this completes the proof. • 
Remark: Since the index depends only on the Guass map, one should 
be able to exhibit relation between the two which depends on the geometry 
of the Gauss map. [Ty 
C o r o l l a r y 5.3.2 Let M be a complete oriented minimal surface of finite in-
dex in Let ii{z)\dz\^ be a smooth metric on E. Then Ind[M) = ITKIL. (E). 
Fi-Co] “ 
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Proof Let Indi^^E) = I and / i , . . . ， t o be smooth function on E which 
are eigenfunctions for Lf^. I t suffixes to construct a space W consisting k 
functions 
on which 
Qii[gi,gi) < 0 for i = 1,…，l 
Choose a coordinate z centered at p j where p j is the delected points in 
theorem 5.3.1.Define r j j for small e as in (5.12). Let 
"⑷ 二 口y ⑷ for H < e 
r}[z) = 1 elsewhere (5.98) 
Again, direct calculation wi l l give 
(5.99) 
so that 
J^ l^^vl^dv ^ ^ 0 as e ^ 0 (5.100) 
Let 
9i = Vfi for i 二 l,...,l (5.101) 
then 
liQi - fifdv = fjl-rjyf^'dv 
^ iL, 一 . 9 8 ) 
< c'e2 (5.102) 
therefore 
- fiYdv ^ 0 as e > 0 (5.103) 
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Also 
[\S7{gi-fi)\'dv = [ 
JE JE 
< 2 / + dv (5.104) 
where the last inequality follows by arithmetic-geometric mean inequality. 
Now as f f and | • are bounded, by (5.98) and (5.99), we have 
[ \ v { 9 i - fi)\^di} ^ 0 as e ^ 0 (5.105) 
So by (5.103) and (5.105) 
Qi ——^ fi in H^ — norm as e ——0 
i.e. 
I fi - 9i lli-^ / [ i V ( / i — Qi)? + (/.-—仏dv as e ^ 0(5.106) 
«/E J 
Hence by continuity of Q w i th respect to the ff^ — norm and (5.106), Q is 
negative definite onW = span{gi} • 
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